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WEEKLY KENTUCKY. NEWERA.
$1.00 A YEAR. HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, DECE
MBER 14, 1894.
What is
Cantoria Is Dr. Samuel Pitebees prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Oplum, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor
It is fitment. Its guarantee Lt thirt; years' use by
Millions of Mot hers. Castoria destror Worms and allays
feverishness. Casten-le ore/recta vomiting Sour Curd.
curs Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Caateria relievas
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castorie assimilates the ft. jd regulate, the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas.
torts Is tha Children's Panseets—th• Illetbeses Oriente.
Castoria.
'Clariark Is an INCOPOIntsillesto ror thfl-
Nalihars rapastinUy told no cie Its
good albeit mos noir nekton.-
Us- 0•00081.
Lowed, Masa
• cesseets is the beat remedy for children of
bilitioh I am amp, hated. I hope the day Is not
far Mama when mothers will consider the real
hmeron at Mao chlkirein, sad use Castor* in-
stead of the ranousquacir rostrums which ars
leeiroying their loved mos, by forming opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
couns see. their Wean thereby sena*
him te prviastar• grams."
Da. J. F. Enomatois.
Ousway. Ark.
Castori&
essawis idiots ea adaesood so tedtares Law
I moonstone It as Jangler boas, pronernsion
knows to on."
Annan N.
Ao. czford us., Brooklyn. N.Y.
!" Our phyans in the cluidemiS depart
meat have spoken highly of their rrper9
eweb, thMr outside pescuce eta, Caste/ilk
and although we only Imre among mu
medical supplies whet is knows 'es reviler
wont:tea yea we are free to eager that tbe
swine or ',Astoria has woe on to Meek with
favor upon Lt.-
usress uosereer. /WO D10111131188214
Au.an C. &Erre. Pen.
Banos. Masa
The Oestinew Csnagnsty, TT Murray Street, Meow York Pity.
0-0 TO
Gus Young
New Store Oppososite New Hotel
—PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES, ilifINDOW GLASS, HARDWARE and
TOOLS of all kinds.
On account of the new law which shortens the hunting season we have
made another BIG CUT in prices of Shot Guns. Have a very large as-
sortment of Breech-Loaders, IlusalaLoaders, Rifles and Revolvers, all at
Lower Figures than ever before. They ars hen and must be sold this
season. Evansville Steel Plows, Chattanooga Chilled Plows and repairs
for all sorts of Plows, such as Oliver Chilled, South Bend, Avery Ac, at
Reduced Prices. Splendid line of best brands of Chopping Axes. The
Prettiest and Cheapest line of Pocket Knives and Razors in the State, at
very reasonable prices. The best loaded shells, any load you want.
The Czar of Russia
Was • physical giant; through oeer-confidence in Ms great strength and
robust tweak he neglected the premonitory symptoms of ketorry disease.
Tgo LAM the best medical talent was obtained. bat he &ad, a rid=
a has own neglect. Had he taken is else
Dr. J. II. McLean's
LIVER AN___.° KIDNEY BALM
Fie would have been alive and wen today. Thousands of apparently strong men and
weasels are treading the same path, and will reach the same premature end union
they take warning in time. A bottle of DR. J. H. McLowe's LIVER AND KIDUTY
BILLRI will remove any incipient mashie 10 the Liver or Kidneys. Will positively
owe Bnght's Disease, Diabetes, Dropsy, Gravel, Torpid Laver, Biliousness, Jaun-
dice and Pains in the Heart. Price $1.00 pee Settle. Selo' by all &styes.
FIBBPABBB "B-Y BY The Dr. J. H. McLean Medicine Co,, BY.Ifter."B,
C. H. LANE,
Successor to
PolicCanslcr.
LIVERY. FEED AND BALE STABLE
Corn•r sod VIrgisla Streets, F1.'4168,4114 57.. goad rigs, with or withoUt driven, tar-
atones day or :rt. apesaal weal to rommerels1 men. 'Stable Sim. pnad 'dad coouniediese.
nod In mom olning Non waluaa routs tor
SPECIAL ATTENTION 9/YEN TO BOARDING HORSES
I Christian Was
 First.
At the recent election the largest
prohibition vote of any county in the
iState was cast in Christian, Holmes,
;the candidate for Cengrese, receiving
224 votes.
Died Thursday.
Rev. J. J. Comer, late of Clarksville,
died Thursday at the home of his
daughter at Franklin,Tena. He was
one of the oldest and most highly es-
teemed Methodist ministers in Ten-
nessee.
At Montgomery.
Mr. J. J. Gaines, the well-known
Montgomery merchant, had three
tine mules killed by lightning last
night. The animals were all stand-
ing together in the stable lot when
they were struck.
Kentucky Good Enough.
Sometime since Mr. (leo. Smith
and family, of Crofton, left that
place and went to Arkansas to reside
A few days ago they returned to
Crofton, where they will live in the
future. Mr. Smith has concluded
that Kentneky is goad enough for
him.
They Assign.
Shelby & Soaper, proprietors of the
Henderson Hominy Mills, have made
an assignment. Liabilities are
thought to be about $80,000. The as-
erignment includes the firm and indi-
vidual assets, which it is thought will
not begiu to pay out. The condition
of trade is said to be the cause of the
assignment. The mill formerly did a
very large business.
Resigned.
Mr. C. M. Fleenor, who for the pest
two years has been the architect for
Forbes& Bro., resigned his place there
yesterday and this morning left for
Bowling Green, his former home.
Mr. Fleenor has not yet fully deter-
mined where he will locate for the
practice of his profession, but he is
thinking of going to St. Louis, if he
can secure a position with some well-
known firm in that city. As Mr.
Fleenor is quite a good architect, he
will not experience much difficulty in
getting a lucrative position. Wher-
ever Mr. Fleenor may go, we wish
him success.
At Princeton.
Collins Pierce, a teacher at Collins
school howl, in Crittenden county,
was whits capped and whipped by
James Kirk, John Lynn and DInk
Lynn at ths school house Thursday
afternoon. Pierce had chrstleed the
sons of John Lynn and James Kirk,
and they, with the other man named,
called Pierce out just as he was clos-
ing his school with prayer. Two of
the men held him while the third
plied him with a hickory stick. He
was beaten most brutally. People in
the neighborhood threaten to give
these men a dose of their own medi-
cine.
A Madisonville Cu r iosity.
Madisonville has a curiosity in the
shape of a creamery plant that pro-
duces hominy, as will be seen from
following slipping fromahe last issue
cf the Hustler:
'Will Pritchett has the creamery
plant arranged and is now engaged
in making hominy. He has had a
large experience in this business and
we hope he may succeed."
Yes, we too, hope he will succeed.
Any man who can take a creamery
plant and make horoloy with it de-
seeves to suoceed. Long may he live
to make hominy!
A New Firm.
Messrs. Charles Graves of tble city,
and Horace Condy, of Toronto, Can.
ad., have formed a partnership and
wetland of Mr. W. H. Olvey his
aloek of jeweler', width's, etc. Mr.
Graves has for a year or two been
working In Mr, Olvey'e store, and has
become very redolent aa a workman
in that line, Mr, Candy who le an
experienced watch repairer, was for-
weeny with Mr. M. D. Kelly, but has
litiontl at his home in Canada for the
tart seven or eight months. These
young men are well-known and pop-
ular in the oily, and will doubtless do
a good business.
Cheap Rates.
Every one should take advantage
of the cheap railroad rates to attend
the Lexington Manufactures Expoel-
lion, which opened yesterday and
Will continue for three weeks.
Have Returned.
Mr. Max Hanbery and family'
who have for some time resided at
Fulton, Ky., have returned to this
city and will again make this their
home. Mr. Hanbery lies been the
Insurance business at Fulton.
Will go West.
Mr. John Renshaw, a well-know!,
citizen of the Era neighborhood, has
sold his farm there to Mr. Wm. Arm-
strong, of Bainbridge. Mr, Itsnshaw
contemplates moving to one of Ste
Western States—Missouri or Kansas.
Wherever he may go we wish hint
success.
Will Open a Saloon.
Dick It Agers, of Madieouvilie, has
procured license and will soon open
a saloon at Nortonville. There was
quite a warm fight over the license,
but • majority of the people living
within a radius of two miles of the
place signed Ridgers' petition.
At Roaring Springs.
Cards are out announcing the ap-
proaching marriage of Dr. N. C. Ma-
grew and Miss Letitia Hayes, of
Roaring Springs. The wedding will
take place on Saturday, Dec. 15. Dr.
Magran is a rising young physician of
that locality, and the bride-to be Is
an accomplished young lady and very
popular everywhere she is knows.
At the Catholic Church.
Father Pike, of Uniontown, con-
ducted the services at the Catholic
church in this city this morning at
7:30 o'clock, celebrating the Feast of
the Immaculate Conception. He will
hold services to-morrow morning at
10 o'clock. Father Pike is the young-
est priest in Kentucky.
THE MODERN MOTHER
Has found that her little ones are
improved more by the pleasant lax-
ative, Syrup of Figs, when in need
of the laxative effect of a gentle
remedy than by any other, and that
It is more acceptable to them. Chil-
dren enjoy it and it benefits them.
Tbe true returidy,ilyrup of Figs, man-
ufactured by the California Fig
Syrup Co., only.
Two Handsome Women.
In speaking of the Settellites of
Mercury bail at Louisville, the Times
say.:
"Henderson county will be repre-
sented by Miss Lucy Wing, who is
acknowledged to be the handsomest
young woman in that part of the
State, if not in Kentucky. In appear-
ance Miss Wing is a blonde, with the
figure of a Juno and the face of a Mi-
nerva.  Min Annie Griffith will
do the honors for Daviese county, and
a prettier representative could not
have been select ed from Owensboro.
Mies Griffith is a brunette, and is
possessed with both charm of manner
and good looks."
To Be Left Out.
It seems that Paducah Is about to
be left out in the cold by reason of
the Illinois Central getting possession
of the C. O. S. W. rsilroad. The
Illinois Central now has an engineer•
ing corps surveying it direct line from
Calvert City to Mayfield for the C. O.
& ti. W., thus cutting down the dis-
tant). between Louisville and Mem-
phis twenty mils., and giving the
Central seven miles the shortest
route between throe two tetitie. This
Will leave Peduesh out, as no through
trains would go lute that oily, This
move on tits part of the Illinois Cen-
tral ludlostes that there Is to be a
bitter fight between that company
and th•L AN.As soon all the survey-
ors shall have completed their work,
the °outwit' will be let and the short
out will be built.
DROPPED DEAD.
A Promicent of ('lanes Ilk
Dropped Dead in that Place this
Morning.
Dr. \V. A. Shelby, a retired p si•
elan, and one of Clarksville'e m
progressive and lufluential citls us,
dropped dead in that town Satur-
day. Heart disease is Hupp teed to
have been tile cause of his very sud-
den death. Sims years ago Dr. Shel-
by retired from the practice of medi-
clue, end engaged in the tobacco bus-
i089.
Arrangements for the funeral have
net yet been made.
Dr. Shelby is the fattier if Miss
Susie Shelby, who is quite well
known in this city, having visited
here on several occasions.
FURTHER 'DETAILS
Of the Atrocities Committed by
Turks in the Armenian
Country.
Six Thoneand Victims Subjec'ed to
Horrible Forms of Torture.
Special to the New Era.
London, Dec. 8 —Dr. G. Thounnain,
formerly professor at the Armenian
College, at Marsovau, received a let-
ter from an Armenian, now at Con-
stantinople giving still further par-
ticulars regarding Turkish atrocities
in Armenia. The letter lays the
chief blame upon England, which
power, he says, poses RR Ar-
menia's protector. The writer says:
"In the neighborhood of the Mooch
Inhabitants 25 Armenian villages
have been ruthlessly messacred and
their houses burned down and de-
stroyed at the hauds of the Hamidije
cavalry, the Sultan's favorite regi-
ment.
"The victims number 6 000. Beetles
that, the inhabitants of two or three
villages are compelled to embrace
Mohinnedistn. Alas, it Is an authen-
tic fact which all embassies know
well that all I. done with the Sultan's
knowledge. Teo days ago Turkish
official papers announced that the
Sultan had presented trete golden
digs to the Hamitiljtoto cavalry. The
details of barbarity, will probably
not be believed in England. But, my
brother, they have opened the wombs
of the pregnant alive and have pulled
out pabies, hanging them on their
spears, and organized triumphant
process:OLIO.
A Change.
The warehouse firm of Abernathy
and Gant having been dissolved, Mr.
Gaut retiring, Mr. Abernathy will
continue to do business at the old
stand. Mr. Abernathy has had 25
years experience in the warehouse
business, and all who know him
know he Is thoroughly qualified in
every respect to successfully transact
any and all business entrusted to him.
In addition to his own qualificati•ne,
he has encored the services of Mr.
Sameel G. Buckner, iwho will assist
him in conducting the warehouse, in
sampling, selling, in fact, In every
department. Mr. Buckner's qualifi-
cations are well-known to every far-
mer in Christian county. There gen-
tlemen will doubtless do a flourishing
business.
He Didn't Go.
At Owensboro Fred elehaefer and
Julia Coleman created a sensation at
the depot. The two have boon sweet.
hearts, The man purchased a ticket
fur Kvanevills and the girl didn't
want him to leave her, He Inflated,
thereupon the woman throw hltn
down on the depot tI.sor mid sat nu
hint until the train pulled out. Then
she got up. et ‘heeler shopped her,and
then the two walked on up the street.
The road to business success Is leiv•
tot with good advertisements.
FOB ONCE
Make your selections ear '• while Mock ts
complete and avoid the "Rusk" later is b
making a deposit. Anything selected will
reserved.
THE BIBLE SOCIETY.
A Lrge Crowd at the Tabernacle Sue-
day EtenIng.
In spite of the threatening weather
fully 500 tweeter assembled at the 'Feb-
ernacle Sunday e•ening in the 64th
annual session of theChristiau Conn-
ty Bible Society (tuxilliary). Dr.
George S. Saveee, District Superin-
tendent, deli yet ed a most magnificent
address. He has been connected
with this work for 27 years, and
knows it all from one end to the
other. We doebt if there is a better
man in all the country for this great
work than Dr. (leo. H. Savage. Al-
though very old in years, he seems to
have the vigor and energy of youth.
His address was more particularly on
the translation of the Holy S 'rip-
lures and the great and consecrated
men who are devoting their lives and
interests to this grand cause. He
spoke of the stupendous work of the
American Bible Society at home and
abroad, and said that Kentucky had
the sixth B.ble Society in all tbe
world. He has the only Bible extant
that was published by the Kentucky
Bible Society, which was published
in the early part of the nineteenth
century. The Kentucky Society was
atterwarde absorbed by the American
Ehble Society. We were glad to hear
Dr. Savage say Christian county was
one of the foremost counties in the
11!ble work. The collection amounted
to $50. The old tfliroos were re-elec-
ted ter the third tousecutive year, as
follows:
J. P. Braden, President ; Pastors of
the Churches, Vice-Pre/Went, ; F. A.
Wallis, Secretary; (leo. C. Long,
Treasurer.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
W. P. Wiefree, Chairman, Chris-
tian; Wm. S. Davidson, First Presby-
terian; Wm. Legg, Baptist; Dr.B W.
Stone, 0 h St. Presbyterian; Dr. John
Gunn, Episcopal; Jas. West, Cum-
berland Presbyterian; W. F. Randle,
Methodist.
WILL MOVE.
Mr. D. R. Carpenter and Family
Will Wove Over to Nash-
ville the Latter Part
of This Month.
Mr. I). R. Cerpenter and Welly
will leave this city the latter part of
this month for Nasliville, where they
will reside in the future. Mr. Carpen-
ter his been appointed to a very lucr-
ative position in the service of the
.Etna Life I•olu ranee Company. He
will be the general superintendent of
the field work for Western Tennessee
with his headquarters at Nashville.
Mr. Carpenter came to to this city
several years ago, and shortly after
his arrival here established himself
in the insurance business, and has
done well, when it is remembered
how many iusurance egents there are
here to divide up the business of the
county. Mr. Careenter Is a good
man, and is hold In high eeteem by
all who know hint well, and while
his friends here regret to see him
leave, yet they rejoice in his good
fortune in securing the position that
lie goes there to till.
He and his family will be mieeed
very much by their host of friends in
Hopkinsville.
Not Pleased.
R 61 Dunn & Co's, report of the
week closing last Friday night shows
that they are not pleased with the
business condition of the eountry.
The report shows that the liabilities
in failures for the laid week of No-
ember were 111,oite 407, spinet Si,.
004.4TO for same week last year, Traci.
lug liabilities wets $1,841,X43, stains'
41.1108,410 last yeer. For the four
weeks of November the aggregate
was $10,681,173, against 120,541,6711
last year. The failures for the week
ending last Friday night were Sa,5 it
ihe United States, against 3se Iasi
year, and 40 In ratite's, against 44
last year.
11 Be Wise A C
CHRISTMAS GIFT.
(A condition not a theory confronts 11S)
The day comes on a pace when all Christendon will be filled with sounds voicing the
above salution. Have you determined upon the substance of your response? Look over
our lists see how you would like some article mentioned.
SLIPPERS,
CHAIRS,
CARRIAGE ROBES,
SLEIGH ROBES,
SHOES,
HATS.
SHIRTS,
SUSPENDERS,
NECKTIES,
SOCKS,
FOE MO 00 Bolls 81 1118 Racket.
UNDERWEAR,
MUFFLERS,
FINE HANDKERCHIEFS,
l'UFFBUTTON8,
CIGARS,
COMB AND BRUSH CASE,
SHAVING SET,
SMOKING SETS.
BLACKING SETS,
TRUNKS,
SisitiEbl,
TELESCOPES,
BOO f si,
RAZORS,
BANJOS,
GUITARS, MANDOLINS,
Tnousands of other articles. If you
have not decided eeme in and look
through our three fleors of merchau•
die and make up your mind now.
E 
 
'TOY BAZAARXis NOW Orb4312.
AND EVERYONE IS INVITED
TO SEE IT. 
PRESENTS
Yriale
AT THE RACKET
Books lc up
A BC Blocks,
Dolls lc to 13.00
Toys ic up,
Chimes. all kinds,
Rattlers, rubber,
Stockings he to ltSe,
Hoods, all prices.
Joe seta 'No to alie
Shoes 29c to 75c
Baby Sets, plush cases
Puff Bor
Baby Pine lc up.
Carte, 2 wheels, 9c
Cloaks fine, long or short
Chairs, Rocking and Dining
Crsdles Si la
Handkerchiefs le to fine silk
Wagons Or up
Bring the babies to our Toy littrar and
Wein see the &splay.
let
PRESENTS Presents
tlae•
Claildreaa
AT THE fiCKET.
Toys 1,• to DJ')
Books, see Diem.
%Ito nos /9c to $1 tO
'brist aim Cards
I 'sales
Sit sizes
Dolls! Dolls!
Tricycles
Bicycles
Velocepedes
Trunks
Doll ilatia
Tea Seta
Lunch Baskets
Handkerchiefs
Cap Pistols
Christmas Tree
Candles
Stoves. Stoves.
Stockings
Skate/
Air Roles
liobart Hides
Hbits
suspender,'
Underwear
I run To)
Tin Toys
Toys! T rya!
Rocking Chairs
thee.
Toilet Soaps
FOf your Wire orSister
Or some other persons wife or sister.
Hats
Gloves
Dressing Cam
Manicure Oct
Baskets
Hocking Chairs
Ord Room Suits
Shoes
I'orsets
1•411t1011ary
Granite Ware
Water Sets
hairs
Work Box
Tea acts, China
Pinner Sets, I bins
Japanese Novelties
Tray
Sewln_g Machine
Coal Viotti
Coking Stoves
Lints 'dowel,'
" Table Covent
I. bentlle Iovers
Curtains
Dish', and Glamware
Comforts
Blew eta
Toilet Soaps
Lamm,
Knives and Fork*
ill Heaters
Sceeens
Hundreds./ items not mentioru•d In this
list. Come and INN` the display, you can't me
a store ilke ours often,
Buttermilk soap 5c cake, come and get your supply while it lasts, now is the time. All the above
articles will be found at the Racket. Come while the stock is complete by making a deposit,
goods will be reserved. Come see our three floors all filled jam lull of merchandise bought for
spot cash and will be turned loose on the Racket plan (mighty cheap for the cash on the nail.)
TEE nACKET CO. Incorporated.
J. H. KUGLER. 1VEALLA-C+MIRJ-
VOLUME XXV. NO. 24
TI
Some Knew.
LUCKY GOLD HUNTERS,
douse of Those Wire Struck It Rich Is the
Victor Yields Were Door Men.
During the period of first locations
among the rich mines at Visitor there
were incidents which tot-in an Letereet-
ing history concerning the character of
the men and the peculiar circumstances
under which they made their lucky
finds. All of them were poor, and nearly
all have quickly grown from poverty to
afilnenee, while many others now share
the beat-fits of their fortune. It is well
known that the two leading diecoverers
were Poor carpenters—W. S. Stratton,
the millionaire owner of the Independ-
ence, and W. T. Sheinwell, who found
the Elkton. Of all men known to pose
yea wealth Mr. btrattou is one of the
lease pretentione, though he reelizee the
benefits and LI. sings of fortune and
says he will enjoy the uses of his money
to the end of making the balance of hiui
life pleasant. Shezuwell, owning 100,-
000 shame in the Elkton, is over in
Honolulu with his family, having e
good time on an income of $1,000 per
month.
Ii is well known that Burns and
Doyle were also pour you ig men who
found the rich Portland mine by the
canal c:.a,noes of the prospector and for
some time were unaware of their good
fortune. When they had reached a depth
of lb feet in the proems of development
work, John Hunan, another poor MOS
pector, purchased a third interest in the
claim for $300. After the purchase,
greatly to his joy and in one sense to
the discomfiture of the locators, an essay
from the ore gave returns of $20,000 in
gold to :he ton. Immediately after that
the partners shipped 19 small sacks that
netted them $1,900 cash. Since that
time these men have grown wealthy,
and the group of mince belittle-Mae° the
Portland continues] to grow in richness.
Many others in the district are now
going through the first stages of such
experiences, and there are many more
mountains and hills that yiLl some day
be scarred and drilled and honeycombed
as Battle ruonutain appears to be today.
—Deuver Times.
SMITH'S QUEER AILMENT.
Ills Tongue Soddenly Runs Amuck wed
Disgraces Instr.
As cnrions a case as haa ever come up
in the municipal etonrt of that city prob-
ably was that of Captain J. B. Seattle
who appeared base Jodie Itsiet esdisr,
to assewee• the charge of aping vulgar
and foul language on the streent, the
warrant being sworn out for Ms arrest
by Dr. J. C. Orchard. The charge was
not denied by Captain Smith, who,
through his attorney, entered a plea of
being unable to hinder himself from
using such language; that the muscles
of his throat were affected with St
Vitus' dance, producing at times invol-
untary ejeculations fin which he wee
not responsible, but which were direct-
ly trace able to tho effects of the pseul•
Mr malady by which he is afflicted.
Smith may be talking rational))
enough with a person, when be will at
once make use of the foulest expreesions
and has been knowu to threaten Use
lives of his listeners, and in the next
breath he will give the assurance that
he did not mean anythirg he said.
Judge Reid ordered him to keep or
the street, and his friends agreeetto keel
him in 5 private boarding house, enrri
be statd that he would write to Cali
tonna for money and would leave tin
city by Monday next.
Smith has been sheriff of San Fran
eisco county, Cal., rind has held othe:
responsible offices in that county.
was committed to the insane asylum a
Salem, Or., Itee September, on amoral
of his strange malatly, but escaped trot,
the isstitntion and came to Tacoma
Tho doctors of tho esylum diaiiowore.
that he Criss not ineeet and entered hl
formal discharge from the institutior
on the books two ileys after his escape
lie was brought before Judge Stallcm
two week.: ago awl examined as to hi-
sanity arid discharged. Ile is clink
wealthy. —Tacoma Dispatch.
WHISTLES'S EGOTISM.
Now He la Really Angry at Du Mamie,
and Is Quietly kicking lilleasselL
The world of high class Bairn:Ha it
London hies not 'et ceased lenghint
over tho vociferous disgust of Whistler
that Du Manlier loft 'him oat of the
story cf "Trilby," which is now print
ed la hook form. Fur the stoke of th
advertising In it Whistler wrote a ethos
ingly bitter Ititrr to Do &leerier n
metalline the Ittlth44' for /rowing the
painter's II t otiose In his twee, but nee
that the %ethic has cut the palidel Os
White'si is really (mime', liaise Is'
*so tool petilendirig to lei set •Thle mit
expatieeting Au' new is one of the
original oelebrituts of Europe. Once I
hati °erasion to call at his ghetto it
Cheleea on busineat vonnectel with tie
.trS exhibit of the Amerioan exhibitim
in London. Ile wore a velvet coat,
low cut waintiaat, uulaumbeed
flowieg orange utektie, wide trousers
and fell elippiess. Dull spoke only epi
eremite some of which were good. Late
ti 1 I.:pro-eel a wish IP look at some
if his work.
"My dear follow," be exclaimed in
great emening astonishment, "can you
put up with a creation after having
wet the creator? The part can never
equal the winile."
I dispersed "that tired feeling" with
a glass of sherry anti persuaded hint to
phew me the pictures. Thee was whim
I was there for—New York Press.
Railway Up the attestors..
The Swiss antherities have at last
sanctioned the plans for a railway up
the Juugfrate The railway will, in ies
upper extremity, rue in a tunnel, Ho-
nig in spirals in the interior of the
mountain and will end on a little
rocky plateau on the western side of
the summit. The last portion of the as
cent will be made, painful to relate, by
semething FO iuteneely modern as an
elevator. The narrow ridge at the sum-
mit will be leveled.by bloating for a Me
teL
Married.
Saturday afternoon Miss I.ula Fer-
guson and Mr. Joe Lindsay, of this
city were married in ClarksvilleJ
The couple were accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. Fount West. The ceremony
was performed at o'clock in the af-
ternoon, at the home of the groom's
broiler, Mr. Clarence Lindsay- The
bride, who Is a handsome young lady,
is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R F.
Ferguson, of this city. Mr. and Mrs.
Lindsay retuinel to ethe city last
night, and have taken board with
Mrs. Moore, on Campbell street.
•••
His Daughter's Loier.
Near Dixon, in Webster county,
Saturday night, Link Clayton, shot
and killed Thomas Driver. Driver
had been devoting himself to Clay-
ton's daughter. Clayton objected to
this, and threatened to kill Driver if
he ever heard of his calling on the
girl again. On last Wednesday or
Thursday be repeated his call, and
Clayton, hearing of this, armed him-
self, and meeting Driver on the road
Saturday night fired at him, killing
him instantly. Clayton at once sur-
rendered.
We Wonder Why.
We have often wondered why It is
that Hopkineville has never been
represented at the ball given by the
Satellites of Mercury. If any Mop-
kinsville lady has ever been invited
to represent her town at one of these
entertainments we have never heard
of It. We don't suppose that any of
the young ladies here oare anything
about the matter, but that's no reason
.Oeitiatellitereshould not extend
a. V .stIon.
OCEAN NEwSPAPER6.
They Were Dosionan Ii the Dan a/
per.. and One as NM reiblikilbed.
Years ago, before the big ocean
liners made a trip from this oounety
to Europe a matter of only a few
dart, and tho osio way to get to Da-
mps was by cltgper ship, and the
voyage oosupled from four to six
weeks, it was the custom to publish
a weekly newspaper on boated the
larger ships for the edification of the
paretengers. Theemptaiog and officers
would store up news Items before
leaving port, and these, enlarged and
greatly embellished, would be made
the leading features of the weekly
issue.
Information from the captain's
bin as to weather prospects and
other interesting scraps of news of
the ship, together with -whatever
contributions the parson:igen oared tc
make, wasild help fill ujo the paper
ap,d make it an exceedingly attract-
ive sheet for the people a
mile from lint The
newspaper was always a curtails
looking affair, and copies Of all the
Meuse were eagerly sought by oolleat-
ose where've, a ship &molted port
But strew the Leann grvyhoeindahave
me the trip se short the omen
newspaper has dppeared A. year
or so ago, however, the Ansitican
line began the publication of news-
papers on board the big ships Now
York and Perils.
One paper is published each triy
and is usually run off on the press
when the steamer is four days out
and rolling in the Roaring Forties.
On the Paris the publication is called
the Paris Gazette, while it is the
New York Gazette on the sister ship
The Duetted printing apparatus or
the steamers makes it impossible ti-
turn out a very large paper. Tie
/sheet is about six incheo wide
nine inches long and is a four page
affair printed on manilla paper. The
fired item of news that strikes tht
eye is a deseriptien of the ship,
signed by the oaptain. This is a stoel
paragraph and is printed in evert
teem,. Theo daily rine of the steamer
Moak god lie disiessie otial to go
and ib• probabilities ref doing si
within a certain time are discrused
in ehortparagraplut. The second col
umn of the first page generally con-
tains some paragraphs headed "Ow-
oral Information," and hero the pas.
!tenger' find ninny useful littler hinn
as to the cure for seasickness, th
necessity. of exercising by taking fit 
tiewalker around the docks rind twl
vice as to the handling of luggage
In fact, this column is eminent rah
anble inftmtuttion for people making
their first trip. Tim paper ountairo
contributions of prove and Tonle,
some of them decidedly clever, atif.:'
there is also a column devoted to
queries.
The primp of The Gazette is six-
pence in English or 15 yenta in Amer-
ican money, and it meets 'with a
ready sale in the sowed cabin ant'
steerage as well as among the an
loon paeuengore —New York Sun,
Dr. PgSloe's Cream Baking. Powder
, Most Perfect Mate.
The Tariff Quest ion ,sbleedL
"Whort Jarnen t4. llolkInkri for pin
ernor of Tenneseee, about the ye.:
1840," Said A. G. Selby of that stet!
'again4 the Hon. Jame, C Jour
ftetnre president of the Unite
taitos got a lickine. His isticceseefe
qiponent who was familiarly know
is Lean Jimmie Jones, v.-asn't neat.
of an orator and didn't make an
great pretentious to scholarship, hu '
he was a Loan of the people and hal
a habit of suieeeeding at the petit-
During his campaign with Polk to
the governorship She latter, an tie
smash* of a joint discussion, made ;
tang and wehanittiest 'speech on kb
wird?. whtch was a ereelit to his kW
ity and research, but •a-as- ratite.
prtsty, ermiewhat wearying tb.
nr)wti. When Jisies turn rent., t.
+peak, he troll I 141111141litelit In MI
latalles satins*, but Cliatutermal
WAIT 
 
tIe-
I abort order
" 'my frtentla,' Ito raid, 'this tura
question Is really not the intriont,
matter it has haste reprieeter(ei—t.
tact, it is ea simple as the alphalee
How, what would I do in regent tt
the tariff? Why, simply this: If the
tariff ter too high, I'd leaver It but I.
it was km low I'd hen* it.' It Wit.
such an ousy solution of the ninth"
that the audience yelled tntritiltu
ously, dind Lean Jimmie carried thr
day."—i-Washingion Post.
: As Oarsman's Book.
"It in commonly believed that the
fatigue front rowing is felt most it
the arena," said William Arendt of
she Haloes. -The truth is that slit,
heel Is She }art aroeetaffeeted. After
a revere race the nicest excrtireatine
pains dart through the small of flo
hack of the oarsman unless he it
particularly strong in that pert cot
the body. My own expeoienee ninkte-
nie sympathize with the poor fellow
who pluckily continues to oar ir
spite of his sufferings and oollapsee
at the end of tho race. Even the
sweets of victory do not compensate
one for the terrible cortionl, and de-
feat only adds to his 'suffering. Many
oarsmen, however, have such strong
hacks that they do not suffer incon-
venionise froni their exertions."—St.
Louts Post- Dispa tch.
Why D• Plants Grow Erase?
Exactly why trees and other plants
grow erect has never as yet been
definitely determined. Some of the
scientiete have given it as their opin-
ion that the phenomenon of erect
growth was and is in some manner
related to the action -of light. That
this hypothesis is untenable has re
oently been proved her Dr. titaxwell
S. Minders of England, who has
found that sprotite on green poste
thouieends of feet undergreund in
the mines al wit: s tratillme the eruct
attitude.
An Excellent Paper.
The Evening Post, of Louisville,
gets better and better each day. In
its new dress it is handsome and at-
tractive In appearance, comparing
favorahly in that respect, as well as
in others, with any paper that le pub-
lished in the entire country. Its tel-
egraph service is equal to that of any
paper that circulates Seth of the Ohio
river, as a glance at it/ well filled tel-
egraph columns will readily show.
In the matter of Kentucky news, it
covers the field completely, as it has
correspondents at every place of the
slightest importance. The editorials
are bright, clear and able. The Even-
ing Post is now an ideal newspaper.
Ileturnul
The hunting party that left Gracey
a week ago returned Monday 
The party spent a week down between
the Cumberland and Tenn 
rivers, and while very little game
was killed, everyone who went had a
splendid time. A :couple of
deer oonstituted the outlay cf game
for the entire week,
(*uses City
SOMic know mid know ware thee elem.
Some know and don't kirow what !be" bmgeb
Soma know and think limit they know.
Some don't ksow and think Way lin9fr.
801110 don't hoer, and think they don't knew,
limos don't know and dealt bine% try& grog
dor, 't know.
Dr. IS. A. Shelby.
From the Clarksville Teleacco Leaf-
Chronicle we get the following per-
ticulars of the wudden death of Dr.
%V. A. Shelby, wtileb oceured In that
place -Saturday,* short accoe•t of
which appeared in our issue of Sat-
urday:
"Dr. Boyd, Rev. P. A. Bowel!, and
Dr. C. E. Dixon were iii the beik
room of Boyd's dreg eteie when Dr.
Shelby stepped tato the dooriand
called to Mr. lieyd: 'Give me *owe
water. From my. walk down here I
am fainting." The other teem gentles-
men thee went to where he was and
Dr. Boyd banded him some wale'-,
but he maid not drink it. His head
then fell back and he dropped Into
the arms of Dr. Boyd, deist hr.
Menhir, was at once called and ad-
ministered reiterative', bet to no
avail.
"He leaves a wife and fire children
—two sons and three daughters. Ne
was in his 67th year.
"He was a gallant (Meer in the
tate war, being connected with the
14th Tennessee Regimeto, serving
until peace was declared. He has
been an active member of Forbes
Bivouac since is. organisation."
The funeral took pleat at the family
residence on Franklin street yester-
day afternoon.
179.
One hundred andfseventy-nine Or.ls
ed converts to the Baptist faith were
immersed at the old Mill Pond Sun-
day morning in the presence of
etereral thousand people. Al 9 o'clock
in the morning the pastor of the
Main Street Baptist church immers-
ed thirty man, women, and chi:drone
At 10 0111 mums the impeller; et
Virginia Street Itsptiet church, sod
this was a recerd-breaker, in nu re Ler.
as well as ia the short space el time
taken to administer the rite. The re-
gular pastor of the church was assis-
ted by Rev. James Allineworth, and
these two ministers baptized 149 per-
sons so the space of seventeen min-
utes. Them baptizing. w•re;the re-
sult of protracted meetings that have
been in progress tat the orooree
churches In this city for penis time
past.. A large number I Iined the
trainsville church, and fifty-three
connected themselves with the C. M.
ohuroh. Altogether there were about
300 conversions at these protracted
meetings. The meetings were all
brought toe. close Sunday night.
HAVE VIE NAL
The Bridal Murderer of Ilse Ghtir is
Is Coated!.
Minnespelis, lotion., Ieeci. 10 —Adey
A. Hayward has made a confeeseow
-o the effect that bib brother, Harry,
planned the murder at bliss Cather-
ine Ging, the beautiful though frail
dressmaker, and that C. A. BIM', en-
gineer at the Ozark Flats, in thiseity
committed the bloody steed. B!litt
was arrested early this morning and
locked up In the Central Station,
To LW-Marries:I.
`no-morrow Mr. Staunton Arm-
istead, second son of Dr. J. 14, Arixais-
teed, of this city, will be married at
Calhoun, Alabama, to Miss Georgia
Fled, of that place. Lmmediately aho
tar thej sersmony the coople wilt
leave for this city, where they will
spend a week or two visiting Mr.
A rm Mead's parent.. Mr, Artulaired
,s well and favershinknown ILI this
city, where he has spent the *pet if
his life. He he at present ot insvsllog
salesman for litiknap a , the lir.
wholesale honse,onl..tuirsille,
A Tip
The e'rask fort Capitol says: "In
Jedge Grace's distrait, the esodlciede
for appointment and election to his
plies on the Cirealt bench are ale
looking out for a resignation. The
Governor will appelst a
11U00011110t to Judge Graft
to serve till next November, when a
Judge for that circuit will be regu-
larly elected by the people. Judge
R. A. Burnett one is of the "tips" for
Judge Orarie's Bowes.
Sead it.
Elsewhere to tble peper;reppeers an
advertisement inserted by Graves
Condy, the new him that has pas.-
chated the jewelry blueness ef Mr.
W. H. Olvey. This firm will at all
times keep on hand a full line al
everything usually found in first-elms
jewelry eetablishments, and at prices
as reasonable as anyone could wish
or expect. Bed their ad.
They're After Binh
A short while ago James Kimsey,
representing the piano house of Jesse
French, of eeiteliville, sold Mrs. T. M.
Jones, of this city, a piano for $300.
The Oen° was delivered aud the WO
was paid to Kimsey. Mr. trench is
now said to be diligently searchinelir
for his agtn, whom he allemes prick-
d id the $300 collected from Mrs.
Jones, and disarpeared.
They Can't Attend.
The Owensboro lequirer of Satur-
day says: "Misses Anna Griffi,P, of
this city, and Lucy Wing of lender-
son, who have been named as Maids
of Honor at the Seteilltea ball in
ill decline the honor.
Tne declination Is made because the
young ladies cannot attend the bail."
A Light Haul.
At Owensboro Friday night l's'-
glare blew open the safe at the Falls
of Rought depot, bet they secured
only $11.30. Two bottles one with
some powder, in it and the other
empty, ware found near the safe.
One of the bottles had on it "Hopper
& Son, draggled. Hopkinsville, Ky.',
Commissiens.
Commissions have beetuade out
and mailed to Judges- eet Grace,
(lofty sod Paynter,'of,the Court of
Appeals. The commission of Judge
Toney was withheld oas. siceoun•
the pending contest by:ColeSt. Jelin
Boyle, the Repub lean candidate.
As Actin 1014 Tutor.
Mr. D. I. erabtree, the Crofton
merchant, qualified Moiday as admin.
'strider of the estate of the late R W.
Crabtree. He went down to Madi-
sonville Monday to melte up his
bond. The e•trite that he to to ad.
selohtter . a large row
.
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Medias Iv. Uses, and notices of preaching pub-
bles economies to be practiced her
which are impossible in Europe, and
this circumstance much more than
offsets the eoeuewhat lower wages
paid to workmen over there.
The declaration of the regular 
ship measure. The President very
quarterly divideud of the Sugar 'Cruet lutnlY 
calls the xlistinn law denying
direenore shows that the organization 
American registry to ships built
Is not in such desperate financial 
abroad arid owned by Americans
straits as the President, lievemeyer,
has been recently trying to make
people believe. A concern that di-
vides 12 per cent. annually among its
stockholders on an enormously in.
lived, capital is not one that needs
help from the Federal Government
in order to protect their poor em-
ployes.
Toe people look to their represen-
tatives in Congress to repeal this dif-
ferential duty on retitled sugar.
CARLISLE'S CURRENCY PLAN.
Hon. John 0 Carlisle, the Secre-
tary of the United States Treasury
Wed gratL. Department, has propos
ed ft plan of
ar Oilinary oaces,_ Ittwolutions of Reepecs and
et her dealer &M eoan ve owe pet in.. banki
ng currency uy which he claims
 
that the business of the country will
be much bens fitted and the 'circula-
CARLISLE ON REVENUE REFO
RM. tion of the Federal Government's
large stock of silver stimulated.
One of the leading features of his
scheme is to keep all the note. below
ten dollars in the hands of the Fed-
Peal Gosteruthente In Kiln Way he
elledele In OtIlle4 silver for reety-day
uses awl Otit411 Ifewllnuisi IFte
*0414 permit t4solto is lotto prtuuay.
whit* Itahstly le tsitotitsti In Nee Nee
I0011 11 le Ittetrf red lit Pliin el illettf
00111110111.61
Mk, Certtele'a plan le leu1th7 and
Meteorite, and we have not epees to
give it in full. bat the following sum -
nary or epitome cohtaius the gist of
it:
First-That a bank properly con-
ducted is indispensable to any con-
siderable progress in commercial
civilization.
Second-That the issue of notes for
local business, on the credit of well
conducted banks and under sufficient
legal regulations for safety, would
supply just the deficiency in elastic
quality that we suffered from so in-
tensely in 1893.
Third-That paper substitutes for
metallic money are entirely aside
from the unit of value or the stand-
ard of payments, which must be fixed
oy law without regard to the kind or
amount of paper notes.
Fourth-That 95 per \oent of husi-
neee is done with bank piper anyhow
and already.
Fifth-Tuat our present Federal
currency is awkward, inelastic and
expensive to get and use.
Sixth-That the Government has
really no more right to be in the
banking business than it would have
to go into the truck garden business.
Seventh-That the miners, gold-
bugs and cranks have so rattled the
pdliticians that a settlement of the
Government's currency on a stable
and sensible basis seems impossible.
Eighth-That if the Government's
currency can not be put on a satisfac•
tory basis the demands of business
will compel an early substitution of
some other debt notes as currency.
Tenth-That the currency will be
reformed before long; so that if this
Congress bellows itself through a
session without action, some later
Congress will do the work.
Hon. John 0. Carlisle, Secretary of
th• United States Treasury Depart-
ment, in his able article on:revenue
reform, sale that If this country is 
to
Sc the te1111111 ektent the liPptirr
101111104 ItHittal h Its goodtapti teal
potties, athirst moonset mot the
eiteitaaleal Alit sett esteaterelal
citteeltif Ise et Its people It flitillatia*Fr
etotalkeily tett seeteeetesil/ Is the
'sellout' panel Iamtittected to the
remold Compose at its last session
The reduotien of taxation to the low-
est point oompatible with the oollefe
lion of &revenue sufficient to main-
tain an efficient public service, h
e
says, is a duty which, upon the plain-
est principles of justice, every Gov-
ernment owes to ,its citizens under
all cireurnstancee, but that when the
taxation is impaled in such form and
at such rates as to increase the cost
of 'living and obstruct the processes
of industry and trade, this duty be-
comes more imperative,and a failure
to discharge it when the-power exists
is a gross violation of the public trust
and oonfidence.
He shows very clearly that for
many years our tariff laws have been
framed by the Republicans upon the
outrageous theory that the wealth of
the country could be increased by
imposing heavy and Unjust burdens
upon the people, and that the pros-
perity of our industries could be pro-
moted by increasing the ooet of pro-
duction, and he makes it very evident
that the result has been that the net
profits of labor and capital have con-
suuotly diminished until they have
reached a point which made further
developeraent of our resources almost
impossible.
He calls attention to the fact that
under the iniquitous Republican
tariff legislation, hut little opportun-
ity was afforded for the extension of
onr manufacturing and mechanical
Industries, or for the growth of our
trade at home or abroad, and thus the
farmers and other producers of the
country were confronted by a eitua-
lien which compelled them to receive
diminished rewarde for increased
production.
A change, he says, was demanded
by every consideration of public duty
and private interest, and, although
recent Democraric legislation did not
accomplish all that was expected or
desired, it i inaugurated a policy
which it is hoped and believed will ul
Ornately result in a great improve-
ment in our industrial.conditions and
a corresponding enlargement of our
international and internal commerce.
He very truly Bays that In the proe
ecution of this policy no temporary
character or apparent diversion of
the penile mind to other subjects
should be permitted to diminish our
confidence in our financial success or
weaken oar determination to main-
tain :a, consisteotiadvecacy of its
claims to the favorable consideration
of the people, but that on the con-
trary, reverses should stimulate in-
(meshed efforts and every movement
hereafter made should be a step for-
ward in the direction of freer trade
and more equal distribution of the
rewards of induatry.
His remedy for thisdeplorablestate
of affair' is that the raw materials
used in the production of commodi-
ties for the use of people in their
homes and in their various industrial
pursuits should tee free from taxation,
In order that the burdens of labor
may be lightened, the opportunities
for employment increased and seems-
eeriest of life made more abundant
and leas expensive.
He calls attention to some objec-
tionable features in the Democratic
tariff bill, and advisee that advantage
should be promptly taken of every
opportunity to remove all these ob-
jet:atonable features from the act in
order that our legislation may be
made to conform, so speedily as pos-
sible, to the pledgee given to the peo-
ple, and to the demands of public
sentiment on this subject.
SHOULD BE ABOLISHED.
It is to be hoped that the present
Congress will repeal the one-eighth of
a cent differential duty on refined
sugar, for It bare out refined sugar
and produces revenue for the Trust
and not for the United States Treas-
ury. It should by all means be
abolished. Let the le per cent, im-
port, that Is to say, be retained, but
let the one-eighth percent. per pound
bonne to the Sugar Trust be cut off.
The sugar Trust's hypocritical wall
of woe is sham, and the shutting
down of the refineries and throwing
thousands of workmen out of employ.
mint is an intipman bluff for the
purpose of trying to prevent Congress
from repealing the differential duty.
For more than six months before the
passage of the present law it was
seenring the whole outside world for
raw sugar, so as to take advantage of
the absence of a tariff tax under the
McKinley act, and to have on hand
a• large a stock am possible to be ad-
vanced just sa soon as ths Detnocrat lc
tatift bill was plumed. The Trust has
a large stock of raw sugar on hand
which it bought very cheap and is
making big money right straight
along, and could stilamake handsome
profile if the differential duty of one-
eighth of a cent a pound should be
taken off of the raw material. The
House of Representatives, just after
the pis/wage of the tariff bill a few
months ago, sent a free sugar bill to
the United States Senate, which has
been changed in committee in the
latter body by abolishing the one-
eighth cent a pound differential du-
ty, leaving the 40 per cent. straight
duty as it is in the present tariff law,
and the Sugar Trust's heartless move
shutting down their refineries is
an a •mpt to laundress" Congress into
defeat any and all measures of
this sort. Elavemeyer, the President
of the Sugar Trust, now pretends that
he most have enough bonus to cover
the expenses of carrying on sugar re-
fining or else go out of the business.
Havemeyer said, a year or two after
the formation of the original trust in
1887, if the combine were allowed free
raw &agar it could stand the compe-
tition of the outside world, even
though reflood sugar were put on the
treatise also. Havemeyer knew what
he was talking about, and can't go
beet od it now. The immense scale
upon which sugar renning is carried
on in theseU tilted St•tee:eind the fact
that almost the wnole of this work ia
ecter the control of this trust, one-
REPEAL THE HUMBUG! LAW.
That farce and fraud, known as the
civil service law, should be repealed.
None of the heads of the various de-
partments of th Federal Govern-
ment, in their annual reports pub-
lished last week, with the exception
of Pastmaater General Diesel', who is
a mugwump, made any commenda-
tory remarks in regard to this law.
He claims that there has been an in-
crease in efficiency in the railway
mail service since the extension of
the civil service law to that branch of
the service.
Bissell conveniently forgets to state
how many clerks who were in the
railway mail service when the opera-
tion of the law was extended to that
department are in it now. The fact
is that there is not one in twenty of
the whole force. Bissell is not so ig-
norant as not to know this is true, for
he can not possibly have forgotten
that within thirty days after Benja•
man Harrison was 'inaugurated as
President of these United States that
exceedingly partisan official suspend-
ed the operation of the law as apply
ing to mail clerks, discharged 90 per
cent of the clerks then protected by
it, and filled their places with politi
cal heelers and strikers, and these
Republican heelers and strikers are
in the railway mail service to-day.
The men now in the railway mail
service are those who were there
under Ben Harrison. He put them in
office without any civil service exam-
ination, and how on earth Bissell can
truthfully call them a portion of the
classified service, in any just or legal
senee,it is exceedingly difficult to un-
derstand. Their defective title to
office, however, is plain and unmis-
takable evidence of how the present
civil service law can be grossly
abused and perverted to the basest of
partisan uses.
If the Republicans elect the President
of these United States in 1896, it will
not boa month after his inauguration
before he will suspend tue law of
farce and fraud, fire out all, the Dem-
ocrats that Cleveland has appointed
and pat Republicans in their places.
It should by all means be repealed by
the present Congress as soon as pos-
sible.
GOOD BUSINESS OUTLOOK.
The past week was a good one in
business circles, many reeumptions
having occurred in various parts of
the country. The weekly report
shows a larger employment of labor
and an increased demand for manu-
factured products. All indicattpue
now point to a larger production and
a corresponding reduction of the
army of the unemployed, which is
vecidedly gratifying. It is generally
conceded etc all hands that the severe
experiences of last winter in indus-
trial circles are not to be repeated
this year, and every seems to feel that
the time of renewed prosperity has
already dawned.
As indications of the gradual revi-
val in manufacturing tnere have been
some textile factories reported in
process of construction and a consid-
erable Increase in the demand for
woolens during the week. According
to Bradstreet'e, all Eastern cities ex-
cept Buffalo report general trade
quiet, though lu most instances the
outlook is encouraging. This Is the
situation in Boston and Philadelphia,
where dry goods jobbers alone report
special activity.
An increased demand for iron and
steel products is reported from Chi-
cago, Louisville and the South. The
shoe industry seems to lead in the
placing of orders, and there is per-
haps none of the minor industries of
national importance which reflects
more accurately the condition and
prospects of the masses of the people
or which is more quickly effected by
their necessities or prosperity.
"nearer a relic of barbarism titan
anything that exists under the per-
ruiselon of the statutes of the United
Snates."
On the Democratic side of the Uni-
iug unjust restrictions upon th's they s• t their profit*, 
hut it itoes not
country's maritime commerce. by nue mea
ns the only source, for as
The Democrats in both Houses Eite l their e .:
cumulatieus incretten the in-
prove of the President's ringing and come from 
investments becomes an-
patriotic sentences in favor of a free Dually very 
lark.. A good many in-
surauce companies fail, but it is en-
tirely from other causes than not
charging enough for insurance."
There was a g000d deal of talk cf
railway black nate some months ago,
but there was no greet surprise that
extreme measures should be taken
against strikers who had stop-
led States Senate there seems to be a ped the business of so many
general support and commendation
for this particular portion of Mr.
Cleveland's message. Free ship bills
are already referred to the Commit-
tee on Commerce. Stustor Ransom
chairman of the committee, does not
believe that such a bill reaching his
committee would have any difficulty
in securing the al proval of the Dem-
ocratic mejcrity of that coniniittee.
'floe Senator himself heartily ap-
proves the proposition, and says tie
believes that it is generally synony-
mous WWI the Democratic advocacy
of a reduced tariff. Senetor Coke,
who is the second member on the
Commerce Committee, has long been
an advocate of the free ship law an
d
has made several speeches to this
end. In fact, there seems to be a
general support for such a Measure
atuntig *hat are itttoten as the more
tattiest Milt refloat Beilliiifes A
strj.trity et the um-lama teatime
laver the
REIRIM=REFISIMINI
TtiN elittlit31111,
The loilcwitts extract, from the 
kit,
I. euis Republiolaesoolleut review of
President Cleveland's mei/sage is
worthy of a careful perusal:
"The ideal, the premideut says, 18
the absolute divot cement of the Gov-
ernment from banking. That princi-
ple is as sound as it was when Jeffer-
son wrote that the only functions of
the Government in dealing with
money was to fix its standard and
keep its mints cpen for a coinage.
Sound as the principle is, there are a
great many foolish persons who re-
ally believe that the Government's
first duty is to paternally furnish
money to everybody who wants it.
The demagogues who encourage such
nonsense will II ere out in denuncia-
tion of the President's views.
"Our existing currency is not only
faulty, it is idiotic. The expense to
the people is enormous. Tue trouble
to business is more serious than any
but the most observant business men
suppose. The compulsion on the
Government, as a monster banking
institution, of,mainteining a geld re-
serve to redeem treasury notes to de-
plete the gold reserve is flutist It is
stupidity beyond comprehension
which forces the Government to pre-
vide the gold for international ex-
changes when it has not revenue
enough to meet its current obliga-
tions.
'It would be a splendid triumph of
Democratic statesmanship if a 'com-
plete divorcement' of the Govern-
ment from any participation in bank-
ing, except the necessary regulation
to secure safety, could be @fleeted by
the Congress which has passed the
first great measure for divorcing the
Government from the private busi-
ness of conducting industrial enter-
prises."
OUR TRADE WITH JAPAN.
Toe contract for supplying the Ja-
panese army with corned beef has
been awarded to an American firm,
and (mother American bidder has se-
cured the contract for the cast iron
pipe to be used in extending the wa-
ter-works at Tokio. The pipe con-
tract was obtained over bidders:from
England, France and Ger meny. The
pipe will be made In Alabama and
sent to Tacoms, Waehington,for ship-
ment.
These United States are: able to
supply Japan with about all the
water pipes and other products of
iron she needs. They could supply
her, too, with other manufactured
goods. The balance of trade between
the two countries should be in our
favor, but It is not. We buy five
times as much from Japan than we
sell to her. Or imports from that
country amount annually to $25,000,-
000 and our shipments there) toonly
$5,000,000.
Japan is the most progressive of
the Eastern countries. She is build-
ing railroads, water works and elec-
tric light plants. She is beginning to
use improved farm machinery house-
hold implements, sewing machines
and many other things that can be
manufactured here in these United
States ae ctieaply as in Europe. If
there is any favor of the European
manufacturer in the cost of produc-
tion, it is more than overcome by the
big advantage we have in distance
and transportation rates.
It will be the fault of these United
States if they do not increase their
shipments to•Japan, for there is no
sense in allowing Europe to have the
orleotial trade that belongs to our
country.
OBJECTIONABLE SENATORS.
The domineering and confident
candidacy of L. V. Addicks in Dele•
ware, '1'. Q Sewell in New Jersey and
Stephen B Elkins of West Virginia
for seats in the United States Senate,
and the complacency and approba-
tion with which the Republican news
papers regard this bold raid of the pin
tocrats, are very bad signs for the
United States Senate and for the Re-
publican party.
The upper branch of Congress has
tallen rapidly In public estimation in
the last few years. The increase of
mere money-bags and corrupt corpo-
ration agents in that body has given
to it a bad name. The "holding up"
of the Democratic tariff bill by the
little combine of trust Senators exas-
perated the good people of the coun-
try. It is doubtful if any other single
cause contributed more to the defeat
of the Democrats this year than the
course of the United States Senators
on this important question.
The Republican party is going to
commit a great political blunder by
making the first use of its largely for-
tuitous victory in electing three such
corrupt men as Addicks, Elkins and
Sewell the United States Senate. Do
the shrewd and slick managers of the
Republican party think it will
strengthen their hold on the people
to put worse men in the Senate
than the Democratic Brice, Gorman
and Smith? That is a very poor way
to confirm a victory given as an in-
dignant protest against corporation
control, monopoly rule and trust dic-
tation. It is a piece of political folly.
COST OF LIFE INSURANCE.
Commenting upon the fact that a
good many life insurance com-
panies pay such very large sal-
aries to their representative of-
ficers that it is often a won-
der how they manage to accumulate
profits in view of their very great ex-
penses, the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
gives the following explanation:
"They do it by charging premiums
immensely in excess of the cost of
insurance. It is said that the princi-
pal companies have, since their or-
ganization, collected in premiums a
sum eqnaling $2,513 633,430 and have
paid out in death claims $789,216,131,
or about one-third of the amount col-
lected. The average premium was
about $30 per annum on each policy,
of following up reoent tariff reduc- i It hereto the net cost 
was about $10.
Lion with a bill to remove the exist-1 "This !Wes us a glimpse where
A FREE SHIP BILL.
There is an earnest movement in
Congress to make the passage of a
free ship bill a distinctive feature of
this session. It Is said that there is a
general inclination on the part of the
Democrats in both branches in favor
roads. It a pears, however, that
blacknsting is not confined
to striders. Nelly Bly mentions the
case of an honest engineer who was
testa iug in a demage suit brought
by a ielative of a woman who had
been *died in a collision. W hen he
was tJestifying the railroad's lawyer
said to h•rn: "Now, as you have
said, you were ruaning about eight
miles an hour." "I did not say that,"
tense •reo the engineer; "I was run-
hien twenty miles an heur,uot eight."
The ratIresd company very soon die
°Mug d this stupid or honest ‘, engin-
eer, and a heti he obtalued work on
another road he quickly lost his place
again, his usual evidently having
been ,eit on the blacklie,. TOe rail-
roads lose a great deal of money by
dant oe.twill, often uejestly, perhaps,
but I. Is very liatd that tiny employe
etionld be 'twitted Is vellums Itluit-
esIt le eider tint its lie ittsivattlett
fteat wok whotrvet he ma.)
551
Ulgen•111 8.811
Thera Is a goad deal ('slug written
about the abeorptiou of the toithlio
domain and.the lack of opportunity
to obtain homes under the homestead
law, and yet reliable figures show
that there are 606,040,313 acres of
public land remaining unsold, exc'u-
sive of the 200,000,000 acres of and in
Alaska and the various reservations
and unsettled grants. It is true that
best has mostly been disposed of, but
there is still a large quantity left that
Is well adapted to agricultural and
grazing purposes.
President Cleveland's timely motto-)
that the one-eighth of a cent differen-
tial duty given the Sugar Trust at the
first session of the present Congress
be relegated to innocuous desuetude
should be very promptly seconded in
Congress.
SUICIDE
Of a Prominent Citizen of the
Fairview Neighborhood.
His Friends After Searching for Him,
Find Him Hanging in His Barn.
Mr. H. M.:West, a prominent citi-
zen of this county, who has for years
resided in the Fairview neighbor-
hood, suicided Tuesday. When
the bell was rung for dinner Mr.
West failed to come, and some of the
family went in search of him. After
searching for some time in different
places, some one went into the barn,
and there Mr. West was found, cold
and stiff in death, having hung blui-
self to one of the rafters.
Mr. West, who was about 6) years
of age, had been in bad health for
quite a long time, and it is thought
that this must have unsettled his rea-
son and caused him to take his own
life.
Mr West was the father of our fel-
low townsman, Mr. Jas. West, of the
warehouse firm of Gaither & West.
BOB COOLEY.
Is Now in hail at Erin, Ten-
nessee.
Bob Cooley, WOO made his escape
from the jail ill this city some months
ago, is now in prieen at Erin, Tenn ,
where he was arrested at the instance
of the Christian county officers, sod
where he is being held to await the
requisition papers which will permit
the Kentucky officers to I ring him to
this city. Cooley, it will be remem-
bered, was in jail here charged with
burglarizing several stores at Crofton.
He feigned sickness, and while Jailor
Long went after a bottle of cam-
phor, Cooley walked out of the jeil
and was not heard of until some
time ago he wrote a letter from the
Breckinridge county jail asking
Jailer Lang to come up and bring
him back to Hopkinsville, as he
would rather be in the Christian
county jell. He was, we understand
charged with arson in Breckinridge
county, but how he escaped from the
fibers up there, we do not know. It
.s said that Cooley le also wanted in
Illinois for some violation of the law
up in that Sate.
Cooley is quite a smooth cit.z•ti,
and it takes a wide-awake j tiler to
hold him. He will be brought to this
city in a few days.
PADUCAH
Seeks to Enjoin the C.O.k S. W. From
Removing Its Shops From
That City.
That the city of Paducah will not
submit tamely to the removal of the
C. O. & S. W. shops from that point is
evidenced by an intervening petition
which was filed Saturday in the case
of C. P. Huntington et ale. vs. the C.
0. & S. W. Railroad Company and
°lbws, which is pending before Judge
Lurton at Cincinnati.
The City of Paducah is the plain-
tiff, and it alleges that in 1e83, when
the C. 0. & S. W. Company desired to
remove its shops from Elizabethtown
that it subscribed $20,000 in bonds as
a bonus to induce the railroad to es
tabliela them permanently at that
point, and further agreed to exempt
the road's property in that city from
taxation. The C. 0. & S. W. erected
its shops there, and the city, relythe
upon the promisee of the road that
they should remain there permanent•
ly, issued to it $20,000 la city bonds,
upon which the interest has been
paid regularly. Plaintiff further
claims that during the past ten years
the road has been released from taxes
In the sum of $10=0.05.
In view of the fact that it is now
sought to remove the oho" the city
enters its protest, declaring it to be
unjust and unfair treatment. If,
however, the court believes that the
shops should be removed, the plain-
tiff asks that the railroad be compelled
to refund to lithe $20,000 in bonds
and the $10,220 05 of interest which
defendant would otherwise have paid
o the city of Paducah.
To make big money selling our
Electric Telephone. Best seller on
earth. Sent all complete ready to set
up; lines of any distance. A practi-
cal Electric Telephone. Our agents
making $5 to $10 a day easy. Every-
body buys • big money without work.
Prices low. Any one can make $75 and being well informed, )ou edit not
per month. Ad 1 W P Harrison
A Co., Clerk No. 11, Columbus, Ohio, 
accept any substitute if offered.
A Peculiar Case
Periodic Attacks of Neuralgia in
the Eyes.
,nC. 1. Hood & Co., Lowell. Mass.:
I " I write to say that I have been a sufferer to
tour years with neuralMa.in the eyes. The pains
were very severe at night, causing me to suffer
winter and summer alike. Sometimes a month
would lapse between scene then I would be
Troubled Every Week,
especially if T 1. at up at night. I sin a Tan of
reguirr habits, 12 years of age, and employed
for the past seven years by Heath, Springs & uo.,
well knot% n merchants and bankers of this place
Hood's' Cures
ccitaattlea: l WWII a sootily el itoeti`t liat%
'eaeamee, woe %of aetthsi NIA Intnvil I IP
W 4, Will Ilintilattot, *MA Vatallith
PIlls site. 141.60 •41
-AIiiltate
REV FRED D. HALE.
His Friends Fear That he is
Losing His Mind.
The Henderson Gleaner of yester-
day says: "The many admirers of
Rev. Fred D. Hale will be distressed
to learn that serious fears are enter-
tained by some members of his pre-
sent emigre-radon at Owensboro for
his condition. It is well known that
death within the past twelve months
has made the most relentless anddis-
treesing Inroads into his family, and
that he has beea bowed down under a
load of the deepest grief. This of it
self, has been able to make a changed
man of him, and, this ills alleged by
some of his friends, has worked a
change most sad. He is not the man
that he used to be, and, as a prophet,
he is reputed to have uttered the
most remarkable and tunneled:oar
like remarks in his sermon Sunday
night that has ever fallen from the
lips of a preacher. In a private let
ter received from Owensboro yester-
day by a great admirer of Mr. Hale,
the writer says:
"I attended the Baptistichurch last
night and heard the most remarkable
sermon from Rev. Fred Hale I have
ever listened to. Dr. Hale said he
was tired of crowds, then, turning to
his congregation, said, 'You Metho-
dists, Presbyterians, and so on, stay
away from here. I don't want you
here. You have no business here
Go where you belong. Don't you
come here again. I am tired of these
Sunday crowds, and I don't want you
to come here any more." The writer
continues: "I never beard such a
sermon, and his church people-or
some of them, at least-are terribly
upset over it. Some of them enter-
tain the most serious apprehension
for his condition."
At Paducah.
On Thursday, December 20, at 2
o'clock p•Ina., Mies Effie Goodman
and Mr. Harry Hincle will be united
in marriage at the residence of the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Goodman, on South Fifth street in
Paducah. Cards are out announcing
the marriage. The bride-to-be is a
handsome and tocompliehed young
lady, well-known in social circles of
Paducah. M. Hincle is an employe
at the wholesale dry goods establish•
ment of C. H. Rieke en Son In Padu-
cab. The ccut!le have been sweet-
hearts for about five years. Mr
Hinci• was one of the attendants at
the Utterbaek-Yancey wedding at
the Universalist church in this city
on November 81i. Both Mr Hinkle
and Miss Goodman have mai y
friends in this city, where they have
frequently visited.
Deafness Cannot be Cored
by local applications as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deaf-
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by at:
inflamed conditiou of the mucous Iln•
hog of the Eustachian Tude. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rum
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness
is tho result, and unless the inflam-
mation can be taken out and the tube
restored to its normal candition,
hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten ate caused by
eletarrh, which is nothing but an in-
flamed condition of the mucous sur-
faces.
We will give one Hundred D Mars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh that cannot be cured by
Haire Catarrh Cure. Send for circu•
hers; free.
P. J. CEIENNY & CO., Tolodo. 0.
cer-3.,Id by Druggist'', 75t. 10
Karr lege Licenses.
Marriage Licenses have been is-
sued as follows: Last Friday, W. T
Orten to Martha Hammonds: on
yesterday, W. W. Wells to M. E
Davis; to day, James E Brown to
Mary V. Nave. These persons are
all white. Tue last named couple
reside down in the Heated' Mill pre-
cinct.
To 1 h ) Bottom.
The steamboet Allen J. Duncan
went to the bottom yosterdey in the
Tennessee River, 157 mile* below
Paducah. No lives topt.
KNOWLEDGE
Brings comfort and improvement and
tends to personal enjoyment when
rightly used. The many, who live bet-
ter than others and enjoy life more, with
leas expenditure, by more promptly
adapting the world'e hest products to
the needs of physical being, will attest
the value to health of the pure liquid
laxative principles embraced in the
remedy, Syrup of Figs.
Its excellence is due to its presenting
in the forts moat acceptable and pleas-
ant to the taste, the refreshing and truly
beneficial proflerties of a perfect lax-
ative; effect-tally cleansing the system,
dispelling in.lds, headaches and fevers
and permanently curing constipation.
It has given satisfaction to millions and
met with the approval of the me.!ical
profesaion, because it acts on the Kid-
ne7s, Liver and Bowels without weak-
ening them and it is rierfettly free from
every objectionable substance.
Syrup of Fig n is for sale by all drug-
gists In 150 cent bottles, but it is man-
ufactured by the California Fig Syrup
G). only, whose name is printed on every
package, also the name, Syrup of Figs,
Furnished by the Ilopkinsol!le Union.
--
Items of lute-rest Concerting the
Stork hi and About Hop.
Unsettle.
Topic for Sund ey evening D>:-. 16.
-I) &rent 'eves for rejecting Chris :
Mars 15, 6-14.
Wherever the gromel is preached
neutrailty toward Christ is impoesi-
ble, He himself hay said, "He that is
not with me is against me," Matt. 12-
34. intern are only three ways to die•
pose of Christ : (u) We may accep
him. (2) We may neglect him. l•
We may reject him.
Let us notice smut of the numerous
ways in which Christ may be reject-
ed, (I) By personal h (2)
By rejection of his word. (3) Ity re-
jecting the apostolic 'Demesne. They
that reject the atubaseedorm of a king
tejeet the king bittiselt iii tly re.
jeeling his mattritItte. Hots het pimp
ly a trarsur, he is the sI.nflerIiig ut
1111111*Itlips t4) II/ ti j his Ili,
ereemeleht (Si Ity !quelling his er,
mimes, Tee militieutsrut 
pet noon, (I) Hy waltitto e-utrary
to lila eguniple,
I is • • • •
WANTED Etsos:Avoticite.
Who pr ay much.
Who can lis:en.
Who does not find fault.
Who stands by the pastor.
Who can repeat the pledge.
Who will a ways take flout seats.
Who will always be on time.
Double pay for such.
Who hi willing to trust 0 eci for re-
sults.
The Executive, Nominative and
Press Committees will meet at Judge
John W. McPbersou'a on Friday
evening at 7 o'clock. The members
of these Committees are earnestly re-
quested to be present as important
business is to be attended to.
The society of the First Presby-
terian church made a very pleasant
visit to the society Qf the Episcopal
o turch, Sunday evening. The ser-
vices, conducted by Mr. W. J.
Withers, were unusually good and
proved a help to both societies.
Toe consecration service to be held
at Church Hill, which was spoken of
in our last week's column occurs
next Sunday evening Those ex-
pecting to go are requested to meet
at the Christian church at 2 o'clock
p. m. It is desired that a large
crowd go and that those haviug ve-
hicles kindly furnish as much room
as poss.ble to others who have none
This meeting will prove beneficial to
the home societies as well as that of
Church Hill, and thus altively illus-
trate the fast that "in helping others
we help ourselves."
Not far, not far from the kingdom,
'Cis only a little space,
But oh! you may still be forever
Shut out of your heavenly place "
News comes from the society down
at Fredonia that this society has
grown to 60 members-only four of
whom are associate riatn hers. Good!
they are working manfully and anx-
iously to have all the young men if
their town connected and brought a-
active Christians into the church.
Four mouths ago there was not a
"Golden Rule" in their society, there
ar• now ten. 'They have also adapted
the Fulton "two cents a week plan"
and are now realizing quite a nine
sum of mission'', giving nothing here
tofore. Their Thanksgiving serviue
was a most successful one. They will
organize a union soon as the weather
permit.. The success of the work
there is due largly though the effort
of Miss Lizzie McDonald who moved
there a few months ago from Ten-
nessee.
A Large Coon.
Mr. Geo. Berrie while out hunting
on the Ohio River in Henderson a
few days ago, killed a coon-a four
legged coon-that weighed fifty
pound*
Two Stepping Stones
to consumption are ailments we
often deem trivial-a cold and
a cough. Consumption thus ac-
quired is rightly termed " Con-
sumption from neglect."
Scott's Emulsion
not only stops a cold but it Is re-
markably successful where the
cough tens become deep seated.
Scoffs Emulsion is the
richest of fat-foods yet
the easiest fit-food to
t
filake. It arrests waste
and builds up healthy
csh.
Prepared by dwelt Sown.,)! . Y. an demists
- -
EXPECTANT
MOTHERS.
That our wonderful rcssedy "DOTHERe
FRIEND.' which Timken child-birth ear) mit.
Ise within the resch / •Il li••e redueed the
price to One Dollar pc, bottle. Jkwaze
(reads. counterfeit, and
TAKE NOTHING BVT 
MOTHERS
FRIEND.
. . 001-D B1 ALL DeroetsTe. . .
Sole Proprietors. Atlanta. Ca
e Tit, RRADTIELb Malta LATtOk c.
tir W rie.• for Z.., 5" MOTHFRS" mall,
1101019MMIOMMIOMMILMMISIOMMIOMMIme
(sk. Afti Plot IC CUP g(Ø.iPHILENE SYPHILIS
e005 Prot tit CO
nays you Sore Throat., Pimples.
Sp-as. Aches Old _Lorre Inners Inteurtle°1°Iredi lialr-
fricur? write Cana Mewed, f... SOY 
Na.a 
-e emote Arbleageo.lni..ror pro," cof ures
CatI
I:
lesidiS00.00411. Panonterurnd slue years
toda sound and so II 100- book Yr.,.
Torturing Disfiguring
Skin Diseases
Instantly
Relieved
by.
CUTICURA
the
Great
/SKIN
CURE
c erteraa. the great skin cure. Instantly allays
the newt inteose itchine. burning. and tntlani-
ination, pennite rest awl sleep, heals raw and
irrit•ted surfaces, cleanses the scalp of crusC
and 11Cliell, and restores the hair. ernei RA
Boar, the only medicated toilet soap, is indis-
pensable In cleansing dimmed surf/wee. 17'17
la itroi.s ev-r. the new blond and skin purl
lier ar.I greatest of humor reitohltea, cleanse*
ille 1,1...1 of all impurities, lied Hurt removes
Hie rens, 111eltelktbekrvti. i'llA Resieht run
in inn plonet et IBS skis, maim and tote*, wins
less e elm tees empties to weenie, thy*
Ilitinicy bs WO,
Mehl thhtbollmikt Ilis melee Perve_tMeteeeki
fee senev seev,$1. versa% pee,
sieve t III I olI5, otos Itwetessol, hets.a,
pelt Useto t ,`.,t.linita Inseam," ewes hes,
TOACCO.
HOPKINSVILLK
The inspectors' report for the Hop
kineville tobacco market for the
week ending December 12th is as fol-
lows:
Receipts for week  20
Receipts for year 10,775
Sales for week 68
Sales for year  9,694
•••
The following table shows the
stocks of leaf tobacco in the open
markets of the United States on De-
cember 1,1894-93:
WE-..TERN 1191 Petii
MARKETS. lien 1. Nov 1. Dec. I.
INEM•••• ,Htid.i. Is hint. Hhda.
Cincinnati  ..12,4M 28,-Y.3 24,099
Louilivitie yi,i6'l 1:,.o57 11,16.16
St. Louis  8,/0' 3,461 2.754
C.arkeville --------3.304 6 221 4,575
flopkinmille .. .. 2,162 1.S.11 24'10
Paducah '  571 2,C2 1,776
M a, field ... . .97 257 2/Io
Nashville   . 1,Twi 2,9:4 1,148
--
Total Western. 50,774 11C,357 50,511
SEABOARD MARKETS,
New York '6711 17,576 16.216
Reitirnore  .21,751 20,245
Richmond 2.4,151 15,073 23,*45
T..tal Seaboard... 1:14,209 411.2W
Stock U. S 189,9s3 114.04 99,16
•••
1,188 hogsheads of tobacco were ex
ported from New York for werk end-
ing bee. 7th. Of this 619 went to
Bordeaux, 200 to Genoa, 97 to Bremen,
94 to London, 50 to Liverpool, 26 to
St. Kitte, 21 to R itterdano, 03 to Al-
giers, 16 to Sydney, the remainder
scattering In small iota.
•411
LOUISVILLE
Derks-Of Old 17.-rings about the
risme in quantity and qiisidy as last
week, with no specially new features,
tieing entirely of Common to Medium
grades, 29 hhde. of 1894 crop were of
fered, and showed good length, but
the worse mixed and greenest To-
bacco almost ever seen, all taken by
re handlers.
Thieves.
Last tieht Chief Fri'z and special
°Meet John West arrested three
chicken thieves, John Fox and Fatale
and liewlift Washington-ail ne-
gross. In the city court this morn-
ing Fox was given fifty days and the
other two thirty dsvs each in the
work house. Offi "Pr West also ar-
rested Ephraim inn for coal meal-
ing. Gan also got thirty days in the
work house.
KENTUCKIANS END3RSE
ELECTROPOISE!
"I make the prediction that it will
take Its place a* the world's greatest
discovery, se it is capab'e of doing
more gned for humanity than any
ether."-Jas. C. Clark, Et q , More-
head, Ky.
"My wife says she has received
great benefit from the lice if hi.
E'ectropoiee I bought of you POMP
weeks since, and feels sure It will
cure her of a long standing case of
rheumatism. Money roue] not buy
it from lier."-C. W. Wright, Louis-
ville, Ky.
"All the money in Kentucky could
not buy thy Electropoise. It cured
my wife of tumor after the beet phy-
sicians had pronounced her incura-
blo."-Michael Coudran, Franklin -
ton, Ky.
Mr. J M, Myers, of Myers & Bonn,
236 West Main etreet, Louisville,
says he has no reason to change Oat
opinion expressed ab Eiectro-
polee three years ago. It cured him
of rheumatism.
"One night's use of the Electro•
lichee gave me relief from brain con•
gestion and vertIgn. I hay. been a
well man since (leo. H.
Means, Covlogton, Ky,
Sir Electropoise put out on trial
fog four months for $10. Send for
particulars.
DUBOIS & WEBB,
509 FOURTH Avg., LOUISVILLE,K Y
1 shoes! main floor, left side, little
money, good shoes; more money,
b_per shoes; no money, ro oboes.
.ee.s-.-..A"..-o.s..s-...-.-.s.-.-s.-.s. -•-
lotot•! !eft balcony. hate for the
whole countr,, frnot a boys wool
hat at 50 up On the finest derbys.
0 •  •--- • . •••-•.-..-..-...... 4 , - ......... -••••••••••• ..--.....s
hardw are and tinware. main
11 floor, rear. from teaspoons, 2 for 1.-
6 for :t to finest tab.e cutlery
up to the flue..1 grant.-yr.',, lamp
I1P wicksin city.
ik •••-•.•-o••-.-o•- ..-.4.4* 4.--...-••- •••.•••-•.-.•••.-•••-...
queenswere, main floor, rear.
I harness, Minn floor, rear.
•-•-•-.....--•-•-.....- .-- • -411. •-•-•-•-•
stationery., rosin floor, right. 21
ShoeiS fine parer, not* suit, for lc.
tiblets, pencil*. playa.' e5 pis Se.
........---.............-.
.......-.......--..-
linens. meOn floor, right, many
special bargains in this lime.
I nihRaolubsiterornyhir:ise re ines flienr.. vrenn r if; wriaeth,iion tit,. stock have, made us hun-dreds of customers.
1 ••• ...--..--ei. w .•-•-•-.,-......,-...-...-.
liadiete and mime.' underwear
I
did clean up the town on this USIA
aril we don't propose to quit it
now.
..---...--•-•,-.1-.....- -•-•-•.-..--• •- -0--
corsets, epees and Jewelry, main
I
II or, right. we knock competition
oat on these lines, prima next
week .
• 
mens' furnishings, main low%
riglit. our pet department and w•
Ci 4IM 0, be right on this line also.
see our prices in Intostueluaa next
wee a.
or.
furniture. 2nd boor. Matra. bed
room ern, matrratees and every-
thing in the furniture Ito. at priers
that make old ferettare deniers
wish we were hung up.
41.11111.1.1.
rat-lets, regs and window Ostia
all on second 11 my. we grim eons-
pttittos out of sight on them lines
.1. • •••• •-•10-•-•••  
stoves, tot floor, by Use car load,
and at prices that are right-we
don't try to make Door 26 per asnL
on swves, we dere' give any baits,
our prices are all marked is plain
figilreta mid We itav• bet One plie -
the lowest isconsible.
4
we hive many other departmeale.
mu 11CNI &MAP. millinery. soseieete.
comforts, show la, baby cloaks, jtip-
• mum goods, t..y wagons. trywyeles,
caw etc. come and see the big
sture, bring your I rienda, yen ars
all welcome to go through all three
floors and basement
; the great department store!
alkYlkYlaa ALASLAIR maiAgiLASLAi 'SLAW,
4 the racket, j. h. kugler.
tie& dikeikalliaadlk dike& AIDA& arla_adkupusleht allkadkaik_alk ALA& alba Ai aik Alp
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
TfIE LEA ER
HAS MOVED
Moved! Moved!
The New Stern-111e • Leader" Is now on MAD] St., in the building
formerlynoccupird by the W. C. T. U The Lulls' will find us in our
New Store ready for work, and will be glad to see our many new r
friends seed customer.. Orir (ire.t
OUT PRICE SALE!
te still oe. Everything eisehee and ws DEFY you to match
(tOM PARABLE BA ItGA INS we are off-ring
Last Meek we said our monde fettered you for %4 as.
must mo0e, price wts 1.0 oliject. BRAND NEW! EXTREME
It was not because we had too YLES!
many; mot because we needed
room; away vi h such old tame Walking Hats in Felt. 'leaver
Chestnut liPaeODP. The TRUTH crown, former price $1 L25, we
is simply COMPETITION. We bell
ore Lot afraid of h. truth or Conn
Petition either. We c'sine our SAILORS! SAILORS! SAILORS
forEatenia-oe-R.ralia.
Prices fin EQUAL VALUE are
20 per tient. LOWER than the
LOWEST. If you dan't iuvesin 
NEW AND NOBBY!
gate this you ore throwing money Infant Cloakr-$1.115 to 450, Se*
away Remember our goods are window display. Infant Calle-
n° Cheap Trash, but geode as are white and color., 39n in silk.
handled . by Fire -('less house.. Hose 4^ up, Ladies shd Child'u.
Corsets 25! up, C. B. R U69 J.
Gloves 18c ue, Ladies and Child'u.
HERE'S A FEW 11 EMS. Handkerchiefs 3e up, cOlOred boy-
PATTRN HATS-We will as-
der and hemstitched.
r tended' you when you spenersf our For the many other new little
rp St 3 lieb e27 50, 920 and 11,50 Hats novelties co.smt,e,03aanbdieseemiuusim. ry asp,
I. Wit 4014 31r-AELC1.4e1". 
Mme. PleervUi- nvy, My
4 Fancy C.o.d. Mein str...t,./tWolli• r;2.• occul,:td by the W. C T. U.
irrIP W•11FiNVAT Mirito "F"‘"IltrAP 111^1Full"E/ ifritil"IF narlir wer'Ith
We statellbis as his low 'lice* we
4 here mention nosy be mieteaditie.
TO THE PEOPLE! aI ant thoroughly :wined and equipped for the winter
campaign wlin an enormous t*.ock of Dress Goods, Silks,
Trimmings,iWaA Fabrics aad Cloakings, Cloaks Wraps,
Gloves and Illandkerehiels.
Blankets,1 Lace Cuctains, Upholstery and Underwear.
Carpets, Rugs, Floor Oil Cloth and Mattings. Gents',
Ladies', Mites' and .Children's Shoes and in fact every
conceivable 'line of goods required to constitute a
First Class DryGoodsHouse
Big cut in Cloaks and W..;1 s; Big cut in Blankets and
Underwear Big cut in Gent.,', Ladies', Misses' and child-
ren's shoes,
I am prepared to give the people some extra bargains,
don't misi them, To- one and all you are earnestly request-
ed to call.
T. M. JONES.
F Cr ma Jar Qw 'SP 15P NV 'Ur NirrIP "IP-MP terlIPIM"IP
1 we rum to illaiutain aria icereitse our uarivaled reputation:fort low prices
t ail we ask Is * visit anti an ineneetIon to convince the most skeptic bargain hauler 4
'h., we are better prorwrcd to offer Inducement. 10 the way of prices than any:
house In ientucky, gond or bask rurt. we have the largest More in this parr ef
the state and you are inv.teel to look through. we give a partial list of go -cis for
Sale by UN and we have si..emai inducements to offer in each due, we keep a baser
In new york nil the time an.: he has the cash to oilank down when he gets the price
right we Miler goods at pile. a others can't touch. we have imitators but they
can't match Our pmts.
It
iacket sdteoprael;tmentthe great
wee (-O'-ti .sms
4
4
GO TO
-4. Gus Young
,-"T1-.1.c:1-2:arci.-7,77-areMa=t1-
Ne wSiore Oppososite New Hotel
-PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES, WINDOW GLASS, HARDWARE and
TOOLS of ell kinds.
On accottnt of the new law which shortens the hunting season we have
made another BIG CUT in prices of Shot Guns. Have a very large as-
sortment of Breech-Loaders, Muzzle-Loaders. Rifles and Revolvers, all at
Lower Fignres than ever before. They are here and must be sold this
season. F4ausville Steel Plows. Chattanooga Chilled Plows and repairs
for all scrta of Plows, such as Oliver Chilled, South Bend, Avery &c, at
Reduced Prices. Splendid line of best brands of Chopping Axes. The
Prettiest ad Cheapest line of Pocket Knives and Razors in the State, at
very reasohable prices. The best loaded shells, any load you want.
Nrttnii4111/Itrt
SPECIA
HOLIDAY:
 111111n-
"OLD RELIABLE"
HUGH&
TONIC
11110MINEMIK
NEVER FAILS TO CURE
rhIls and Fever
WI3 
W
Rh:IA EV 1-1.
Till.: oltsf •
' i HHON1(.; Or
CASEM ,
Better Than Quinine aieee, be
mune It reinovcs the cause.
Par Bearer thee meet of the s..-.'ail
44 -7 tasteless" or Sweetened Tonics.
For Thirty Year a ucc e .
As f.'r Hugh e Tonic, msist on
having IT, end nothing else.
50c. and i .00 BOTTLES.
igifer-e-, a in le- -traegiete and m or-
,-tit..e t..r !mu the country.
Nam--
-4i
-NO u DON'T
411110..- rdISS
LEH
1:lec 15th To 22d
We wili tell "illy Suit or Overcoat in our house at
do- THIS! Net Cost. _Now is the opportunity for mothers to
--41111
-"1111/  get th little folks a serviceable X-tros Present
cos.-• [low much better a Suit or OverNat will be than a
je...77 toy that will be broken and then "thrown away with-
-4. n a week. We can sell you an all-wool Suit, ages
-41110 4 to 1 years, for $2; all-wool stilts, 14 to 19 years,
for 0.50; Men's all-wool Suits, 34 to 42, $3,75.
You 'Can't afford to miss this sale, if you have any
idea of buying any good's ill our line. We can
save isou BIG MONEY,
Woolen Under-
wear
At Same Price!
BEE OUR
HOLIDAY
GOOD
E COX Be
BOUL WARE.a
41111/%4111/11/WW1MMilliliMM11114R
1
1
1
1
ei •
75
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Cornmerelal Gestate 
Daily Louisville Post. 
tIlurse LIemoerst.
Chicago:C.1ra 
tat. Louts Twice a Reek Republic 
Courier-Journal
THE NEW ERA
$1 A YEAR.
&stared at the Pt)•1001043 in
• /I'd el11141 IILLO
1
U.I. Books at Hopper Bros.
Anyone wanting wells bored call on
C. M. Armstrong. .d&w,lw.
tiopkulavine.., Embroidery Silks and Heniton La-
mes at Sam Frankel's.
Paducah people are very much an-
noyed I y tramps at present.
Repairing neatly and promptly
done by Jere MORRIE".
The Sugar Trust has made ow.ir
VX,009,0.0 in the past five years.
Club Rat a.
We will furnish the Weekly Ncw
ERA and any of the publication
named below at prime indicated:
$1.70
5.10
1.90
150
11.11
LSO4.104.1104.11.
The Medisonville town council li-t 25
75 oerieed five esloone at $600a year each
600 it it its last meeting.73
1.30 Saturday night J. D. Jensou's jew-
elry soore AL Henderson Was burglar-
Friday, December 14, 1394. teed et $300 worth of goods.
Mr. Will Wicker. and Miss Annie
Cincinnati Enquirer 
Century Magazine 
St. Niosole.s.
Serener's Home Jourctisi. 
Kora:meet Maculae  1,
R mkt Bayer ,
Harper's Makasioe 
Harper's Weekly 
H•rper's Ilasar. litareer's Young People 
Home warotatnes
Knott:irk', Methodist 
Relegate SI strait ne 
Rod, Gun and Renee'
Rowe soul ',arm ..
• 
........ • .
sonu quo 110octst3.
Mims Katie Peyton was in town
this week.
Mr. T. J. Lendrum, of L-uisville,
is here to-day.
Mr. P W Baker, of Uracey, was
here this week.
Mr. Clark Bowlets, of Crofton, was
In the city Turiseay.
'Squire M. B. B own, of Crofton,
was in the city to-day.
Mrs. Wm Cowan has gone to Louis-
ville to visit relatives.
Rev. Geo. B. Savage returned to his
bonze at Winchester Ky.
Mr. (Bas. Jackson, of White
Plains, is visiting in the city.
Mrs. Nelson Green has returned
from a visit to Montgomery.
Mr. A. A. Wlufree, the Casky
merchant, was in the city Tuesday.
Mr. James Crabtree, of Empire, Is
In the city to spend several days.
Miss Dora Brown, from Hanson, is
visiting the family of Mr. E. M.
(leech.
Mr.. D.M.Whittaker and daughter,
Mrs. Perry, were in the city shopping
Tuesday.
Mr. John W. AOtinson, of White
Pisan.. is In the city on a visit to
3elative..
Mr J C. Marquess, the well-known
Pee Dee merchant, was in the city on
busioees Wednesday.
Mr. Purseley and daughter, Mies
Minns, of the Cerulean Sprint,
neighborhood, were in town to-day.
Mrs J. C. Tate and Mr.. C. 8. Jar-
rem, et Ciarksville, have returned
home after a pleasant visit to friends
here.
Mrs. Sue C. Shank lin has gone to
the country to visit her daughter,
Mrs. Biyd, In the Church Hill neigh-
bor bood.
Larger.
The receipts of tobacco at Louisville
were larger by 966 hogsheads this
year than they were last year.
An Increase.
A day or two ago trie pension of
Joseph D. Terry, of Crofton, was in-
creased by the Pension Bureau.
At Grscey.
Mr. Ben Gillum, of ()merry, who
ha* been quttesick for the past two
weeks, is able to be out again, though
he le still quite weak.
Not Humiliating.
When the Danville Advocate says
that "it to rather humiliating to ac-
knowledge that the finances of the
proud old Commonwealth are in such
a depleted condition," it forgets that
this condition is not the result of ex-
travagance but of an attempt to re-
duces time,. The money has not been
equandered. It is still in the pockets
of the people. The low state of the
Commonwealth's funds is inconven
lent and to be regretted, but It is not
humiliating.
License Issued.
At Cadiz Tuesday afternoon Coun-
ty Judge G. B. Bingham issued a sa-
loon license to F. A. McGraw, which
iteense entitles him to sell liquor for
twelve months. There was a bitter
ffght made over the matter by the
prohibitionist..., who claim that
lieenaos will be voted out of the coun-
ty on the 59th of this month, and that
this will allow Mt Ulm to run a sa•
loon for a year thereafter. There are
three or four more applications before
the County Jndge to be acted upon in
a day or two.
Still Claims It.
The Louisville and Nashville raP-
road has by no means given up its
claim for the possession of the Ches-
apeake, Ohio and Southwestern rail-
road, although little has been said by
the L. & N. people in relation to the
case. It is stated by the L. & N. that
the reason it did not pay the Intermit
on the securities of the C.-0. & S W.
Is that it has been restrained from
doing so by the Louleville Chancery
Court. Attorneys for the L. & N. are
confident that the Court of Appeals
will decide that the company has the
right to purchase the C. 0. & S. W.
and consolidate it with the L & N.
This claim la made in face of the fact
that the Illinois Central owns a ma-
jority of the first mortgage bonds of
the C. 0. & S. W., and can foreclose
them at most any time.
The Christian Alliance.
The New York Industrial Christian
Alliance is a non-eectarian:organiza-
supported entirely by voluntary con-
tributions, designed to carry on edu-
cational and rescue work among the
outcast men of the metropolis. It
supports a home with 100 beds for
friendless men, the only terms of ad-
missiou being a desire to lead abetter
lit, and willingness to work. In the
past three years the alliance gave 60,-
216 lodgings and 189,712 meals. Up-
ward of 1,200 men have been given a
temporary home and employment
Last winter the Business Men's Re-
lief Committee, organization by the
alliance, gave the poor of New York
ji; 1,580,000 meals. On the whole it hair
• tremendous power for good.
At Clarksville.
There is tbe most intense excite-
ment at Clarksville just now over the
matter of making free all of the turn-
pike*, bridges and ferries in Mont-
gomery county. There was a meeting
of the 'skim)." over there last night
In regard to the matte,. A commit-
tee was appointed to ascertain what
all the pikee, bridge* and ferries
eould be bought for. It le a matter
of great moment to everybody in that
county, se it le said (bat $20,000 are
sea ually peld out for toile. It dema-
gog business in Clarksville, because
the tolls are so burdensome as to keep
country people from going to town
any more frequently than Is actually
necessary. The Idea Is, to have ihe
County enure of Montgomery county
to lieu, bonds and buy up and rusks
I,.. all the pikes, bridges and ferries
in the county It now looks very
much se If this will be does, provided
the owners will seU to the (minty.
The A.liby Wharfboat Company, of
Eveasvitle, made an assigument Sat-
urday.
Jeff Mrrris is slaves up with the
Itylea. 'Fry him. Shop over Houser
& Ballard's.
Stodghili, of Madisonville, were mar-
ried at that place Wednesday even-
tug.
hive 
the G. A. R. posts in Iemisville
unnnimously endorsed J. H
Miblikie for director general of next
year's eocatupment.
The council at Madisonville hes
pessed an ordinance prohibiting the
shooting of fire-crackers on the streets
of that place. That's a good law.
The Third regiment Uniform Rank,
Knights of Pytbias nes been divided
into two batallione. The Hooting-
ville division is in the first batallion.
Within the next ninety days c in-
struction work is to begin on the Pa-
ducah, Cairo, and Western, which Is
to run from Cairo, Ill., to Paducah,
Ky.
It is said that a rallroal Will 6000
be built from Sturgis to the Ohio
river at Case) vine. This will give
Sturgis another valuable outlet for
her coal.
A military company of sixty men
was mustered in at Wickliffe last
Saturday. It will be known as Com-
pany B , as this is the only vacancy
In the Third Regiment.
The receivers of the C. 0. & S. W.
railroad filed a report showing
receipts for October, $.231,62906: for
November, $533 938 06 Dieburse-
mei Is for October, $133,811.91; for
November, $273,811.3 35
Illinois Central mileage is now be-
ing accepted by the C, 0. & S. W.
road from Fultou, Ky , to Lruisville.
This shows which way the wind is
blowing, and railroad men look to
the early control of the C., 0. & S.
W. by the Dill:tole Central.
The coming spring w111 add another
railroad to Piaductah'e transportation
facilities. Work le in active progress
on the Chicago and Paducah road.
forty miles of which have already
been constructed, from Marton to M.
Veguoo. The coin pleted portion is al-
ready in operation batween those
po:nte.
Have your clothes made, cleaned
and repaired by Joe N.
Fowl-tent, the tailor and
cutter. Foreign and domestic
woolens for pants and suiting§ always
on hand at reasonable prices. Bridge
street, opposite KaNTIICRY Saw ERA
office.
For holiday, wedding presents, or
anything in tine jewelry line-the in-
tellorent and careful buyer should go
to the old established, reliable, un-
ehangeable jewelry house of M. D.
Kelly, where they can feel safe inn
getting the full value of their money
and know that every article will be
houestly represented as has been for
the past eleven years in Hopkins-
ville. difewle
The Clarksville Progress-Democrat
of Saturday says: "In a letter re-
ceived here to-day from J ,bn T. Bod-
die by a friend, Mr. Boddie unitises
mention to his approaching marriage
to a New York lady, the wedding to
take place in the church of 'All
Angels,' New York City. Mr. Boddie
does not mention the name of his
bride to be, but says that cards have
been ieeued."
Think of It; Diamonds are worth
from VOW to $090 per carat.. This
being the case, is it possible for SD
inexperienced person to know what
they are purchasing? If you buy
your diamonds from M. D. Kelly you
will get the worth of your money be-
sides the benefit of his long years or
experience. It is folly ana unwise to
think that any one, even with • few
years experience in handling them,
can judge correctly of their numerous
defeets and qualities much less their
value.
A very large and attentive congre-
gation assembled at the Baptist
courch :last night and heard with
much interest the excellent sermon
of Dr. Garrett on "The Release of
Barabbaa." Prof. /Bush and wife,
Dr. Wharton's singers, are expected
to-day or to-night, according to a tel-
egram received from Dr. Wharton at
Lexington. Services daily at 3 and 7
o'clock p. m.
It is reported that C. P. Hunting-
ton has purchased the Great Iron
Mountain at the city of Durango,
Mexico. This is the largest single
body of iron In the world. The pur-
chase price was $1,000,000. It is prob-
able that extensive Iron and steel
works will be established there. One
ilfr. Huntington's properties, the
Mexican International railroad, runs
through Durango.
Capt. J. M. Todd, of Decatur Ala.,
who is now elghty•three years old,
is one of the few survivors of the
aute-beliona steamboat men of the
Tennesso river. Between 1832 and
1875 he made thirty-two trips from
Decatur to New Orleans in charge of
data loaded with cotton. It requires
six weeks to make the trip. Tne
return trip was a tedious one a. the
Captain and the crew which consists
generally of eight or ten EQ.311 walked
most of the way.
Iv • ...A....,
Accept None of the Pretended Substitutes
FOR
oya
Baking
Powder
B' ECAUSE inferior and cheaper made baking preparations are
sold at wholesale at a price so much lower than ROYAL, some
grocers are urging consumers to buy them in place of the ROYAL
at the same retail price.
If you desire to try any of the pretended substitutes for ROYAL
BAKING POWDER bear in mind that they arc all made from cheaper
and inferior ingredients, and are not so great in leavening strength
nor of equal money value. Pay the price of the ROYAL BAKING
POWDER for the ROYAL only.
It is still more important, however, that ROYAL BAKING I'OWDER
is . purer and more wholesome and makes better, finer, and more
healthful food than any other baking powder or preparation.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., 106 WALL ST., NEW-YORK. •••-,
CO* 496X+ GO' -GO-174-
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Holiday Goods at Hopper BEDS.
Fine Linen
Frankel's.
A handsome line of Calenders at
Hopper 33:03.
The city printing at Owensboro has
been given to the Inquirer.
Dr. S. J. Baker, Specialist. Eye,
ear throat and nose. Lady attendant,
over Wallace's drug store.
The only way to ucre cattarh is to
purify the blood Hood's Sarsaparilla
purifies the blood and tones up the
the whole system.
13-itt sewed half soles $1, slams tack
ed 7543 at Jeff Morris', shop over
Hoover it Ballard's.
Middlesborough's big steel works
will start up again next Saturday.
They have been closed for some
months.
Henderson is said to be infested by
a regular gang of burglars, and an
effort is beteg made to increase the
night police force over there.
Prof. Taylor, of Owensboro, will
take charge of the Bowling Green
public schools on January 1st.
Knitted Silks, Rope Wash, Wash
Embroidery Silks, Zephyrs end Ice
Wool for fancy work at Sam Frankel's
Sam Fraokel boa just received a
tine of the fi iwer colors of Bramard
& Armstrong's Filio Silks and Out-
lining Silks.
FOR RENT -A new 3 room cottage
on Brown St. four squares from Pub-
lic school. F. E. BLUSENSIEEL.
d2 &wit.
Rev. Madison C. Peters attacked
football in a sermon in New York.
He said the game was more brutal
than prize fighting.
Governor Brown announces that he
is in theSenstorial race to stay-until
somebody else knocks the persim.
mon. Somebody else will knock it.
J. W. Marks hut been re elected
tobacco inspector for the Louisville
Leaf Tobacco Exchange. The fees of
the position amount to about $6,000
per annum.
The Owensboro Inquirer says:
"Mr. Milton Gant is moving into the
residence at the corner of Fourth and
Lewis streets, lately vacated by Mrs.
Nimrod Alien."
On next Wednesday night the peo-
p'e of this city, will be given an op-
opportunity for seeing Iii Henry's
famous ruinistrele. No one who
loves fine ministrelsy should fall 1.0
see these burnt cork artists.
A tree discovered in Africa yields a
grain for bread and a fatty substance
that is an excelleut subetitute for
butter. The explorer who has seen it
is a truthful man, and mentions no
fruit on its britches to serve for jam.
Account "Southern E lucational
Association" the L. & N. It. It. will
sell round trip tickets to Galveston
Tex. at $28.55. Tickets on sale Dec.
22nd to 24th. 0,}od returning 11 days
from date of sale.
J. M. A reams.
A Mr. Perkins. in Texas, started to
give an alarm of fire, but dropped
dead before he could press the button
He probably wants' to give the alarm
of tire now worse than he ever did,
but he can't do it you know.
The Wickliffe Yeoman, says that
Horace Lane, of Carlisle, county is
only seven years old, weighs 142
pound., measures 39 inches around
the waist, 41 Inches around the chest;
hip., 31 inches, thigh 24 inches; calf,
16 inches, arm 23 inches. His height
Is 4 feet inches.
Mr. Edward Morningstar, sou of
Mr. Samuel Morelogetsr and brott er
of Editor Morningstar, of the Bow-
ling Democrat, died Wednesday
morning at Louisville. A few dayr
ago Mr. Morningstar was stricken
with apoplexy, and it became appar-
ent at once that his life would soot,
be ended.
Tne Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany has adopted a 100 pound steel
rail as the stsrldsrd and when the
present rails wear out the heavier
kind will be used. The new rail will
be sixty feet long instead of thirty,
and the advantage of a longer rail
will be in making smoother surface,
besides saving plates, bolts and labor.
Or. Price's Cream Baking Powder
Palr tliztrest Medal sad Dtoiosas.
(Government Reports
ON TESTS OP
Baking Powders.
Analysis by.the Chief Chemist of the U. S. Agricultural
Dep't proves Dr. Price's to be superior in leavening strength
and purity to all other powders.
'Me PROOF.
(Prom Official Records). 
a
Leavening G w
Cub in. per or.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder . . . IV)
The award of highest honors to
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
at the World's Columbian Fair was the result of investigation
by the Government authorities and leading experts in f,)od
products. It stamps Dr. Price's as the best and strongest
baking powder ever offered to the public. '
•
To Death.
for fancy work at Sam The jury in the case of Taylor, who
murdered farmer Doty, near Rich-
mond a few days ago, on yesterday
returned a verdict of guilty, and af-
fixing the death penalty•
Dividend No. 17.
At the regular meeting of the BNard
of Directors, of the Creeent Milling
Co., a dividend of four (4",,) per cent.
was declared, for six mouths ending
Nov. 30th and payable Jan. 1, '95.
It. H. DETREVII,IX,
Dec. 6. (13',01,w2t. Sec'e &Treat'.
An Elopement.
Mr. L. B. Mabry and Miss Minnie
A. Pendleton, who live out in the
Sinking Fork neighborhood, in this
county, eloped to Clarksville, where
they were married at the Northing-
ton House Wednesday by 'Squire
Smith. They went over in a buggy,
and returned last night.
His Nerve.
The house of Mr. J B. Mallory, at
Henderson, was burglarized Monday
night. The burglar evidently bad
his nerve with hint, as he turned on a
full head of gas in every room in the
house, and with the house thus ilia
initiated, be proceeded to search
each room for vatuab'es.
Sho-rt.
A press dispatch sent out from
Scottsviile, Ky., says: "It now ap-
pears that R. N. Wilson, who so
mysteriously disappeared from this
place two weeks ago, is a defaulter.
His books as C onety Treasurer are
about $1,000 short. His books have
not been examined closely, but there
are evidences of crookedness."
THE MODER\ MOTHER
Has found that her little ones are
improved more by the [dement lax-
ative, Syrup of Figs, when In need
of the laxative effect of a gentle
remedy than by any other, and thatit is more acceptable to them. Chi-
dren enjoy it and it benefits them.
The true remedy,Syrup of Figs, man-
ufactured by the California F g
Syrup Co., only.
A Good Address.
The State Horticultural Society rf
Arkansas recently held its annual
convention. We have noticed from
an Arkeners newspaper that one of
the beet addresses made by Mr. H. O.
Hamm, of Pine Bluff. Mr. Hanna
formely lived at Pembroke, but mov-
ed to Arkansas in 1876, and settled
near Pine Bluff, and devoted himself
ex Ousively to raising grapes. His
address was on "Grape Culture."
Hi Henry's Minstrels Coming.
On Wednesday, December 19th thie
well known and strictly reliable
amusement attraction will appear at
the opera house In • ruelng minstrel
program embracing 40 Stare, with
Frank McNish at the head. This
company has everywhere been voted
a success, and comes to Us bearing
the strongest endorsements from cur
.eontemporrales. Such attractions
should be encouraged.
Their China Wedding.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Long have is-
sued cards to a reception at their
home on Monday, December 24 h.
The event is to celebrate their China
wedding, they havilig been married
at the Christian church in this city
on the 24. 11 if December 1874. There
will be &large number of their friends
present to extend congratulations,
and to wish for thema continusnce
of the happiness and proverity that
they have eej.)yed for the pest twility
years, and in these %%Mies end cot:-
gratulations the New ERA will
heartily join them.
PREFERRED LOCALS
Stamped Linens
Just received an ele-
gant assortment et
stamped Linens, in all
the new designs, for
fancy work. Also Fibo
wash Bilk and E E Out-
ing wash silk for work-
ing:the above goods.
(Jail and sec them
E. Frankel,
Shyer's old stand.
McIntosh Cape Coat!
Nice stock of McIntosh
coats ;just received, at
bottom prices.
E. Frankel .
•••••••, la+ •••••
Cloaks, Cloaks.
Just received our 3rd
shipment of Cloaks for
ladies, misses and chil-
dren, at greatly reduc-
ed prices
E. Frankel.
Special Low
Priees
on ulothins:
Men's and Boy's Suit-
Men's and Boy's Over-
coats, at 25 per cent.
reduction.
E. Frankel,
Shyer's old stand
CUT GLASS.
- --
Perfume bottles in great
varieties. The finest line of
extracts_ always on hand.
Toilet art'cles of every kind.
WALLACE &
TALIAFERIZO.
ANNOUNCEMENT.: 
GravesrCondy
Wish to inform the citizens of Hopkins-
yule that they have bought the stock of W.
H. Olvey, and hope by fair dealin g and
strict attention to business to merit a share
of your patronage.
We have a splendid stock of pretty
goods, Euitable for Xmas presents, and in-
vite you to call and inspect them.
Come in and see us whether you wish
to buy or not.
GRAVES &
Main St, opp. Opera House, Hcpkinsvi112.
 SEMENerevv•••••••
Beginning to-day and emtinuing until our emir,•Iiut
closed, we shall offer every
CLOTH
.7Ez'
in our house at
TAPE
FUR
J
1-96 Clo3P3E"
for instance you can buy a
VO garment for f15 garment for *11.25
12 garment for 9. 10 gat melt for 7.50$ti garment fur $4.50
We also invite your attention to our large assortment ofdress goods, silks, \ civets, trimmings, In)siery, 1111(1P1'W(111',gloves, corsets, table linens, towels, napkins, notions, et e.,
carpets, matting's, oil cloths ttiiil rugs. Como to N1'V littt Fur
shots, we (way gents, idIu, misses and childrens. Ben
makes lowest prices,
Richards & a•
Ii Mi7j1JKE
And buy your
spring harness
before you see
us. We w 111
show you the
largest and best
line of harness
ever shown in
the coanty and
at price,,  (ha
will
SURPIITSE 101/
It is not hom
cheap but. hom
aood and OUt
1.k10T T 0 li as al
ways been Till-i
BEST• WE
have every.
thing from thE
lowest farm
harness to v
lames trap that
can be bought
at a first elasE
shop.
We will interest you
if you will call on us.
F. A Yt767&CO,
7C).-E-2:1NT 17.. .KITCHEN
i_,,,s Jr'sr RECEIVE!) A llEAU-
T/ Fr I. LIN': riF
.1---2 . 1-
- s ---ebt-...ia` -..--.A..'
-it.% ....a..-
rtiirnittire.
.a..-...a....-ia._.......a.,
I
"sr- .T.---s----w---
7.--T--- r-:±--.-
Oil ALL KINDI !
AND TI1E LATEST DESIGNS!
1 ........--.
and StockCall Examine
and be convinced.
11 R.Ritchell,
.w
MAIN STREET.
_
PRUE;-,..1911AL CARD&
Yr It. licovEL1.. t RANI RUA.
Howeil sik Bell,
1.... ol.I77-43-.E11. S. I
IPRACTICE IS THU eorurs OF CHRIS
TIAN AND ADJOININti GOUNTISS•
Pr rmirt attention to the erli•etion of I
-
given
, i ,ty :-110.•PE it UM'LS, Opposite..,  .i,bt  i, c rz: ,t rse
Or.
_
Preston Thomas
Physician .c , Surgeon.
VirOffice over atuk of Ilopkinsville.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
O. U. ANDZILP..121. J. S. •LLINISWI.MITH•
ANDERSON& ALLENSWEITii
-Attorneys At Law,-
iiirliKIN C.'.11,1,F., - KENTUCEEI
Office In IT,Ti,r 13!>- 1713 Stairs.
seeal
tOol.
,.:.‘,.:.liaa give:, to coilec
fanning Crown
M. D.,
Practice iim.tcit to thscaset of the
Eue, Ear, Xose and Throat
()aloe in MoDeuiel Building, Oppo-
tete Court House.
HOPKINSVILLE, KEINTLYCKY.
MUCH iVicKEE
Akttorn.coir .il:t. Law.
Special a:tont:el, pool to tee •oe,t,-
oon of claime. Orleo over i" ht.:. :
Batik.
HUNTER WOOD.,
Alidil67 At. Law.
',Kcal 15 HOPI,VS
lu rzecl-it 136 tk• tvleiria at CC.Z4,
M7.161* ill QUANTfTY. 11127..T 1N QUALITY,
t7;:4
,p;
L:'djb'i.,t I
45,1'
1 FOR 20 YEAaSHaft 1,,,d all worm Rz.medieS.EVERY NMI GUARAITEED.
SOLD nic ...ti T. IIIII:GGIsiTS.
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t 
 
by
II" ...' tgin011 lit sr.. rdt 4U.. CT. CM
4
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lifir.Only a few more, days and your time
for a HAT at the wholesale price we
have been offering you ends!
smitisamommosong
-iComeiAtiOnceit-
4••••••• .^.. 
Our line of bo3 and children's clothing is -kept complete, and we
show more line goods in this line than any house. Prices (nevertir lessdemocracy is snovvei under), will be kept at the 65 per cent. reduction.
We have by sonic skill made arrangements to be supplied for a titne
with 100 pairs a mouth of the famous U. S. A. 99 cents shoes. None
'None earth as good for twice the money.
Our line of work shirts is cheaper than any one. 50 dozen bought
recently from a bankrupt factory. Your own price on them.
garCome vnd get Goods Cheaper Than They Were EverOffered'.
Then the finest :line of Men's Underwear kept full to the handle,direct from the factories at all times. An all-wool suit for $1, and onUp to the fines: suitslcept-of best French importations.
Of course all lines are kept full up in Ladies' and Misses shoes.Ladies, we invite your special, attention to our sacrifice sale beingmade on the '`lioltoni Line Shoes." They go at 50 cents on the dollar
until disposed of. 'Come and be convinced.
Petree i 8. i Co.
A GREAT SCOOP!
We have just returned from the Great Auction
sale of the entire stock of Seasongood, Menderson
& Co. This was one of the largest manufactur-ing concerns of men's, boys' and children's fine
clothing in the entire country, and on account ofdisagreement among l the partners their entire
stock was thrown on the market and sold to thehighest bidder for the money down. "Money
Down" being rather a scarce commodity at this
time, we were fortunate in being one amomg a
very few ‘Iho attended this sale and as a conse-buence the- stock sold for remarkably low figures.We auctually bought suits of clothing for less
than the first cost of the cloth, to say nothing of
trimmings, linings find making. Our invaria-ble rule, "Buy a Bargain, Sell a Bargain," applies
to this purchase and our customers reap the ben.fit directly and at once, and we also reap a benefitin the future by making our army of patrons
stick the closer to us aud adding new ones to the
old. Our purchase consists of Men's fine all
wool Cheviot and Cassimer frocks and sacks, sin-
gle and double breasted suits. Beginning at 85
for a splendid all wool black double breasted che-
viot suit, the same material we sold last season
at $12.50. The same goods in boys' for 84.50.
The same goods inchilds for 82.50.
The above three lots are theTgreatest bargains
we have ever been able to offer our customers.
and While the quantifies are large, they won't
last long at such price's. There are many other
lots just as great as the above in child's., boys'
and men's overcoats and odd pants.
J. H. ANDERSON&CO.
Shoes For Children!
It is a question with all parents 
know to now what kind of school
shoe to buy, and when to buy it,
that will give perfect satisfaction
and they will get the value of
their money out of the shoe.
Here it is. Our Little Giant
School Sly) is the best ever put
on this market. You can buy
cheap shoes, but you can't buy
batter shoes. Try one pair
and you will never buy anything
else.
Warn mothClothing&ShoeCo
NIPMTITMITTIMMIMMITiltrtrnM1111/tIttfttrrrntrtrIrtIont.
= J. H. DitcrG,i---
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lie Always Keeps on Hand et--
Sashes,
• Doors,
Mouldings,
Framings,
Of
Lumber,
Laths,
Flooring,
Ceiling,
Climax Plaster,
Roofing
Nails,
Fence Posts,
Pickets,
Etc., Etc.
Lime, Sand, Diamond and Portland Cement, a
Weather Boarding.
OFFICE- Cornar 4th and Virginia Sts- Tele- 98 •••.ni
-•••
:
1.
See etWeelerew
I
t
..."*".1111,1r1411114"111"1141N‘'.
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THE CITY OF BLOOD.
v
DR. jALMAGE GIVES ANOTHER
, VIVID wi&ND THe WORLD SERMON.
Ille Describes the Appalling N. aoiMICTO of
, Chrietians at Cawnpur 1 u Po, Name of
t Religion and Recounts the Beauty of the
' Clariatiaa Faith.
' Dec. 0.-Dr. Talmage to-
slay delivered through the press the see-
m:el of his "round the world" series of
sermons, the subject being "The City
of Blood," and the text selected being
Psalms axle 7: Our bones are scat-
tered at the grave's mouth, as when one
cutteth and eleaveth wood upon the
earth. But mine eyes are unto thee, 0
God, the Lord!"
Though you may read this text from
the Bible. I read it as cut by chisel into
the pedestal of a mom beneath which lie
3iany of the masesacred at Cawnpur.
India. To show you what 5 indooism
and Mohamtnedaniem really ar where
they have full swing, an , not they
rt present themselves in a "part aruent
of religions." and to dee eist ate to
what extent of cruelty and a. a nation
human nature may go who. f Ily let
loose, and to illustrate the . • cloning
process of sin, and to remind you how
our glorious Christianity may utter its
triumph over death and the grave. I
preach this my second sermon in the
round the world series, and I shall
speak of "The City of Blood," or
,
 
Cawn
par  India.
Two hours and ten minutes after its
occurrence Joseph Lee of the Shropshire
reginient of foot rode in upon the Cawn-
ptir maesacre. He was the first man I
met at Cawnpur. I wanted to hear the
story from some one who had been here
in 1837 and with 1:tisi own eyes gazed
upon the slaughtered heaps cf human-
ity. I could hardly wait until the horses
were pat to the carriage, and Mr. Lee,
seeded with ue started for the scene,
the story of wheel makes tame in con-
trast all Modcc and Chootaw butcheries.
A Oessials•
It OBARMIS that all the worst passions of
the ()wintry were to be impersonated by
one mete aod he Nana Sahib, and our
faced at Caiespes, Joseph Lee, knew
the mos personalbe Unfortanately
there is no comma picture of Nana Su-
hitt in existence. The pictures of him
published in the books of Europe and
Antielliga and families to us all are an
amusing mistake This is the fact in
regard to them: A lawyer, of England
was °idled to India for the purpose of
defending the came of a native who had
been ("boned with fraud. The attorney
came and ee skillfully managed the case
of his ctlept that the client paid him
enonmocaly for his services, and be
went back to England, taking with him
• picture of his Indian client. After
awhile the mutiny in India broke out,
Napa Sahib was mentioned as the
, ..empion villain of the whole affair,
and the newspapers of England wanted
-• Jet-are of him and to interview some
.ea Indian affairs who had recently
been in India
Among others the journalists called
tepee this lawyer, lately returned. The
only Riotere he had brought from India
was a picture of his client, the man
charged with fraud. The attorney gave
this picture to the journals as a speci-
men of the way the Hindoce drew, and
forthwith that picture was used, either
by mistake or intentionally, for Nana
Bahile The English lawyer said he lived
in dread that his °Ilene would some day
see the use made of his picture, and it
was Dot until the death of his Hindoo
attest that the lawyer divulged the
faces Perhaps it was never intended
that the face of such a demon should be
preserved amid human records. I said
to our escort. "Mr. Les, was there any
peeuliarity in Nana Sahib's appear-
ance?" The reply was: "Nothing very
pm-nliar. He was a dull, lazy, coward-
ly, sensual man, brought up to do noth-
ing, and wanted t000ntinue on the same
wale to do nothing."
' From what Mr. Leo told me and from
all I could learn in India, Nazis Sahib
ordered the massacre in that city from
sheer revenge. His father abdicated the
throne, and the English paid him an-
nually a pennon of $400,000. When the
father died. the English government de-
clined to pay the same pension to the
son, Nana Sahib, let the poor fellow
was not In any suffering from lack of
funds His father left him $s0;000 in
gold ornaments, $300,000 in jewels,
$600.000 in bonds and other resources
amounting to at least $1,500,000. But
the poor young man Was not satisfied,
and the C,awnpar massacre was his re-
venge. General Wheeler, the English-
men who bad command of this city, al-
theogh cam wante4 could not see that
the espom Tem planning for his do-
and thee of all his regiments
m▪ id all the LParapeans in Cawnpur.
Ilbe Mem, of Moms Sahib.
;IA LAI explained all this to me by
••• Sad Oat Generel Wheeler had mar-
tied a settee, and he naturally took her
sena and though$ there wad DO periL
Dal lite Mem for the proclamation from
Note &hitt had °owe, and such a dom-
inant went forth as Dever before had
sem the Bend day. I give only an ex-
"As sr the Undoes§ of God, and the
good iterkine of the emperor, all the
Chateeses who Ars at Delhi. Poona!),
Sabra sod War places, and even those
6,001 tbaropeen soldiers who went in
disguise into the former city and were-
see destroyed and sent to
hell tw the pious and sagacious troops
who me Ono So their religion, and as
Weer base sal been conquered by the
preens* government. and as no trace of
Shoe It bib in theme places it is the
duly al ell the subjecite and servant, of
thelessenmen to injohie at the deli g h t-
eful ildelligenoe and taerry on their re-
'b with Qteefort and ease.
As by do bounty art the glorious Al-
mighty si the temetf destroying for•
hes Of Ms imperil; the yellow faced
and Recopy minded people have been
gent to bell. and Cawnpar has been
°angered. it la necessary that all the
enejects aod larekewners and govern-
ment servants shoule'i be as obedient to
the presene government as they have
been to the former one; that it is the
incumbent duty of all the peasants and
landed proprietors of every district to
rejoice at the thought that the Chris-
tians have been sent to hell, arid both
the Hindoo and Mohammedan religions
have been confirmed, and that they
should, as usual, be obedient to the-
authorities of the government and never
suffer any ooroplaint against themselves
to reach to the ears of the higher author-
ity."
The Allege ot Cownpnr.
elifv. Lee, what is tee?" I said to
our escort as the carriage halted by an
erdbruakmont "Urn,'' lie said, "h,i the
intreachment where the Christians of
Cawnpur took refuge." It is the remain,
of a wall which at the time of the mu-
tiny was only four feet high, behind
which, with no shelter farm the sun,
the beat at lso degrees, 440 men and 560
women and children dweet nearly a
month. A handful of flour and split
peal was the daily ration, and only two
walls near by, tbe one in which they
buried their dead, because they had no
time to bury then:1i in the earth, and the
other well the focus on which the artil-
lery of the enemy played, so that it was
choice between death by thirst an.1
death by bullet or sbell. Ten thousand
yelling Hindoom outside this frail wall
and 1,000 guttering, dying people inside.
In addition to the army of the Hindooe
nesaerlOmoped 
and Most a, invisible army of sick -
n n them. Some went
raving mad under exposure. Others
dropped under apoplexy. A starving,
mutilated fevered, sunstruck, ghastly
group wetting to dial Why did not the
heathen dash down those mod ialls and
the 10,000 annihilate the newlese than
1,0001 /I was because they seemed All-
parnaftraliy defended.
Nana Sahib rewired to celebrate an
minivereary. The OM of June, 1857,
Id he 100 years since the battle of
Pigmy, when, tinder Lord Clive, India
sozrendered to England. That day the
leas *mope= in ibiwnpur was to be
slaughtered. Other anniversaries have
bees celebrated with wine. Tbia ems to
be eniebrated with Wood. Other mini-
venioies have bees adorned with gar-
bed& This with drawn rworda. Others;
haws bete key= wogs. This with
seseraideot with the dance of
the gay. This with the dame of death.
Tlie Weeny and arnilry and artillery
Of Maas Sahib made OD that day one
grand aseauk but the few guns of the
Engthat and oetob pat to flight these
Rindoo tigers. The °ewer of the fiends
*eke manta that mud wall as the
waves of the sea against a lighthouse.
The eavalry home returned full run
without their riders. The Lord looked
oak OMANI hesfreas. end on that anui-
therefore Nana Sahib must iry settle
other plate Standing in a fie )(1 t far
from the intrencliment of the English
was a native Christien %remise, eiees , a.
by Name, holding high up iM les bend
a letter. It was evitleutly a c truintinit
cation front the enemy, auth General
Wheeler ordered the woman Weight in.
She handed him a proposed triety. It
General Wheeler and his 111013 would
give up their weapons, Name Sahib
would conduct them into safety. They
could march out unmolested,: the men,
women and children. They, Coula go
down tomorrow to the Ganges, where
they would find boats to take them in
peace to Allahabad.
The Treaty Signed.
There was some opixeitioneo signieg
this treaty, but General Wheeler's wife
told hint he could trust the natives, and
so he signed the treaty. There was great
joy in the increnchnieut that night.
Without molestation they went out and
got plenty of Water to drink and water
for a good wash. The hunger and thirst
and exposure from the consuming sun,
with the thermometer from 120 to 140,
would cease. Mothers rejoiced at the
prospect of saving their children. The
young ladies of the intrcuchinent would
escape the wild Waits in human form.
On the morrow, true to the promise.
carts were ready to transport those who
were too much exhausted to walk.
:"Get in the carriage," said Mr. Lee,
"end we will ride to the banks of the
Ganges, for which the liberated com-
batants and noncombatants started from
this place." On our way Mr. Lee point-
ed out a monument over the burial
place which was opened for General
Wheeler's intrenchment, the well into
which every-4E0e the dead bad been
dropped. Around it is a curious memo-
rial. There are five crossed one at each
corner of the garden and one at the cen-
ter, from which inscription I texlay read
my text. Riding on, we came to the
Memorial church built to the memory of
those fallen in Cawnpur. The walls are
covered with tablets and epitaphs. I
copied two or three of the inscriptions:
"These are they who come out of great
tribulation:" also, "The dead shall be
raised incorruptible:" alio'. "In the
world ye shall have tribulation, but be
of good cheer. I have overcome the
world:" also: "The Lord gave. The
Lord bath taken away," also, "Come
unto use, all ye that labor and are hoary
laden."
"Get into the carriage," said Mr.
Lee, and we rode on to the Ganges and
got out at a Hindoo temple stending on
the banks. "Now," said Mr. Lee, "here
Is the place to which General Wheeler
and his people came under the escort t 7
Nana Sahib.' I went down the steps to
the margin of the river. Down these
steps went General Wheeler and the
men, women and children under his
stare. They stood on one side of the
steps and Nana Sahib and his staff
stood on the other side. As the women
were getting into the boat* Neel% Sahib
objected that only the aged and infirm
women and children should goon board
the bootee The young and attractive
women were kept out. Twenty-eigle
boats were filled with men, women an
children and floated out into the river.
Each boat contained ten armed natives.
Then three boats fastened together wen
brought up. and General Wheeler and
his staff got in. Although orders were
given to stact, the three beats were some-
how detained. At this juncture a boy of
12 years of age hoisted on the top of the
Hinder) temple on the banks two flags,
a Hindoo and a Mohammedan flag, at
which signal the boatmen and armed
natives jumped from the boats and e.vaul
for the shore, and from innumerable
guns the natives on the bank fired on
the boats, and masked batteries above
and below roared with destruction, and
the boats sank with their precious car-
go, and all went down save three strong
swimmers, who got to the opposite
shore. Those who struggled. out near by
were dashed to death. Nana Sahib and
his staff with their swords slashed to
pieces General Wheeler and his staff.
who had not got well away from the
shore.
I said that the young and attractive
women were not allowed to get into the
boats. These were marched away uudtr
the guard of the sepoys.
Days of Horror.
"Which way?" I inquired. "I will
show you," said Mr. Lee. Again we
took seats in the carriage and started for
the climax of desperation and d iabol igen.
Now we are on the way to a summer
house, called the assembly rooms,
which had been built for recreation and
pleasure. It had two rooms, each 20 by
10, and some windowless closets, and
here were Imprisoned 200 helpless peo-
ple. It was to become the prison of
these women and ceildren. Some of
these sepoys got permission of Nana
Sahib to take one or more of these la-
dies to their own place on the promise
they should be brought back to the sum-
mer garden next morning. A daughter
of General Wheeler was so taken and
did not return. She afterward =dried
the Mohammedan who had taken be
to his tent Some severe amused them-
selves by thrusting children through
with bayonets and holding them up be-
fore their mothers in the summer house.
All the doors closed and the sepoys
standing guard, the crowded women
and children waited their doom for 18
days and nights amid sickneee and flies
and stench and starvation.
Then Nazis Sahib beard that Have-
lock was coming, and his name was a
terror to the sepoys. Lest the women
and children imprisoned in the summer
house, or assembly rooms, should be lib-
erated, be ordered that their throats
should be cut. The officers were com-
manded to do the work and attempted
it, but failed because the law of caste
would not allow the Hindoo to hold the
victims while they were being slain.
Then 130 men were ordered to tire
through the windows, but they fired
over the heads of the impresoned ones
and only& few were killed. Then Nazis
Sahib was in a rage and ordered pro-
fessional butchers from among the low-
est of the gypsies to go at the work.
Five of there, web hatchets awl 'records
and knives, began the work, but three
of them collapsed and fainted under the
ghastliness, and it was left to two
butchers to complete the slaughter.
The struggle, the sharp cut, the blind-
ing blow, the cleaving through scalp
and skull, the begging for life, the
death agony of hour after hour, the
tangled limbs of the corpses, lb.' piled
up dead-only God and those who were
inside the summer teem can ever know.
The butchers came out exhausted,
thinking tiny had thee their wore, awl
the doors were closed, but when el. r
were again opened three wool. n a..,
three beys were still alive. A.I th.
were peon dispatch --I, ant tee a ere
thin or ft. Europoan was left in I .aw k-
pur. The murderers Were pate et eerie
for each lady slain. The M.,bae.e.,
assassins dragged by the hair t. •
bodies out of the seemlier here, ate.
threw them into a well, ty wiji ii I
steed with such feelings as you ces,
Imagine. But after the inutilet el I
had been thrown into the Well te,
ord of the scene remained hi hierog I
ics of crimson on the feer and
of the slaughter bones
says that as ho walked in te •
shoe deep, and on this blood were t •
of hair, pieces of muslin, trek( a er..
fragments of pinafores, Ws so
hats, a carderdo cent:lining-a curl, e •
the inscription, "Neel'si ;hair, it
love," a few leaves of GB
prayer book; also a bbek a nit •
"Preparation For Deathe! a Dile • ,
the fly leaf of which Was V:eitten,
darling mamma, from her 'effecti(
daughter, Isabella Blair," both the
who presented it and the- one to who:
It was presented departed forever.
I mid, "Mr. Lee, I have heard the:
indelicate things were found written or
the walls." He answered, "No, be•
these poor creatures wrote in char.-ed.
and scratched on the wall the story et
the brutalities they had steered."
Haveloek to the Rescue.
When the English and eeotch troops
came upon the scene, their wrath we-
st) great that General Neill had tin
beechen arrested, and before being shot
compelled them to wine up part of the
floor of this plane of massacre, this be-
ing the wont of their punishment, es
there is nothing that a Hindoo so hates
as to tench blood.
When Havelock came upon the scene,
be bad this order annulled. The wee
was now not only full of human bodies.
but corpses piled ten the enteide The
soldiers were for new), hours engeips1 Iii
covering the dead.
It Wall about 8 o'clock in the eyelid tie
when I came upon this piece he Cowry
par. The building in which the Mae-
Mom took pleas has been torn, d,owil and
. ilk-Aardsh _01 cm:Waite pet fragrant
. 
BM /.1.1111..114 tileIsCrLaR
peieteal eut to us some 70 mounds con-
taining belies or portiene of bodies of
those not thrown into the well. A sol-
di. r stends on guard to keep the foliage
teal Il 'e ers Ira m It ing rut Weevily pul it .1.
I weed a soldier ii I might take a rote
as a memento, and he handed me a
cluster of roses, red and white, bete
(-ohm suggestive to med.-the red typical
of the carnage there enacted and the
white for the purity of those who front
that spot ascended.
But of course the most absorbing in-
terest concentrated at the well, into
%shill% hundreds of women and children
were flung or lowered. A circular wall
of white merble inclaees this well. The
Neill is about 20 feet high. Inside this
wall there is a marble pavement. I
paced it and found it 57 paces around.
In the center of this inchesure and im-
mediately above the well of the dead
is a seelptur. at angel of resurrection,
with illumined facts and two palm
branches, mewling victory. This angel
is looking down toward the slumberers
beneath, tut the two wines suggest the
rising of the last day. Mighty console-
tieu in marble! They we. lit down under
the hatchets of the eepeys. They shall
come up under the trempet that shall
wake tho dead, I felt weak and all
a-trezublo :et I stood reading these words
on the stone that covers the well-.
"Sacred to the perpetual memory of
a great company of Christian people,
chiefly women and children, cruelly
massacred near thje seet by the rebel,
Nana Sahib, and thrown, the dying
with the dead, into the well beneath on
the 15th day of July, ls.17." On the
arch of the mausoleum were cut the
words, "Tbese are they who came out
of great tribulatten,"
The Tate of th• Rebel.
The sun was sinking beneath the hori-
zon as I came down the seven or eight
steps of that palace of a sepulcher, and
I bethought myself: "No emperor, mm'
less it was Napoleon, ever had more
glories around his pillow of dust, and
no queen, unless it were the ono of Taj
Mahal, had reared fur her grander ceno-
taph than crowns the resting places of
the martyrs of Cawnpur. , But where
rest the bones of the Herod of the nine-
teenth century, Nana Sahib? No one
can tell. Two men sent oat to find the
whereabouts of the daughter of General
Wheeler tracked Nand-Sahib during a
week's ride into the wilderuess, and
they were told that for awhile after the
mutiny Nana Sahib set up a little pomp
In the jungles. Among a few thousand
Rheims.) and Mohenituelans he took for
himself the only two tents the neighbors
had, while theje lived in the rain and
ffetin iehth One servate
carrying an umbrella, would go every
day to bathe, and people would go and
stare. For some reason, after awhile he
forsook even that small attention, and
disappeared among the ravines of the
Himalayan mountains. He took with
him iii his flight that which he always
took with him-a ruby of vast value.
He wore it as some wear an amulet.
Ho wore it as some wear a life pre-
server. 41,1) wore it on his bosom. The
Hindoo priest told pins as long as he
wore that ruby his fortunes would be
good, but both the ruby and the prince
who wore it have vanished. Not a
treasure on the outside of the bosom,
but a treasure inside the heart, is the
best protection. Solomon, who had
rubies in the hilt of swords, and rubies
in the lip of the tankards, and rubies in
his crown, declared that which Nana
Sahib dial not find out in time, "Wis-
dom is lietter than rubies." When the
forests of India are cleared by the axes
of another civilization, the loet ruby of
this Cawnpnr monster may be picked
up mud be brought back again to blaze
among the world's jewels. But who
ehall reclaim for decent sepulture the
remains of Nana Sahib? Ask the vul-
tures! Ask the reptiles! Ask the jackals!
Ask the midnight Himalayas!
Cruelty Matched Cruelty.
Much criticism has been made of Sir
Henry Havelock and Sir Colin Campbell
because of the exterminating work they
dial with these sepoys. Indeed it was
awful My escort, Mr. Lee, has told me
that tie saw the sepoys fastened to the
mouths of cannon, arid then the guns
would fire, and for a few Beclouds there
would be nothing but smoke, and as the
smoke began to lift fragments of fish
would be found flying through the air.
You may do your own criticism. I here
express no opinion. There can be no
doubt, however, that that mode of final-
ly treating the sepoys broke the back of
the mutiny. The Hinder:et found that
the Europeans could play at the same
game which the Asiatics had started.
The plot was organized for the murder
of all the Europeans and Americans in
India. Under its knives and bludgeons
American Presbyterianism lost its glori-
ous missionaries, Rev. Mr. and Mrs.
Campbell, Rev. Mr. and Mrs. MeoMul-
lin, Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Johnson, Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman. The work of
slaughter had been begun in all three-
tietes on an appalling scale, and the
commanders of the English army made
up their minds that this was the best
way to stop it A mild and gentle war
with the sepoys was an impossibility.
The natives of India ever and anon have
demonstrated their cruelty. I stood on
the very spot in Calcutta where the na-
Oyes of India in 1750 enacted that scene
which no other people on earth could
have enacted.
The Black Bole prison has been torn
down, but a stone pavement 20 feet by
20 indicates the ground covered by the
prison. The building had two small
windows and was intendel for two or
three prisoners!. These natives of India
crowded into that one room of 20 feet
by 20 feet 146 Europeans. The midsum-
mer heat, the suffocation, the trampling
of one upon another, the groaning and
shrieking and begging and praying of
all, are matters of history. The sepoys
that night held lights to the small win-
dows and mocked the sufferers. Then
all the sounds ceased. That night of
June 20, 1756, passed, and 123 corpses
were taken out. Only 23 people of the
140 were alive., and they had to be
pulled oat from under the corpses. Mrs.
Carey, who survived, was taken by the
Indian uabob into his harem and kept a
prisoner six years. Lncknow in 1557
was only an echo of Calcutta in 1750.
During the mutiny of which I have beeu
speaking zietives who had been in the
Review of Europeans and well treated
by them, /11/11 with no cause of offense,
would, at the call of the mutineers., and
without any rempunction, rtab to death
the tethers and mother', ef the household
and dash out the brains of the children.
These native: ere at pee. now, but gee
them a chance, and they will re-enact
die wends of 1756 and 1857. They look
.,,Ja the English as conquerors and
Women'
Are
Martyrs\,
if to neuralgia, headache
and nervousnesa_many
men suffer also-Mrs.N'ILLA
If. NIAer,White Plains,Ga,
was broken down in health
when she began taking
Brown'tir
Iron Bitters'
In a unsolicitiel letter
(Juno 29, 1ee4.) she writes:
'About 9 or 10 years ago
I was broken down in health
anal suffered from extreme
nervousness, and sclera
neuralgic pains afflicted dif-
ferent parts of my body-
somet lines the dreadful pain
would be in my eyes and
head, sometimes in my hand
and often in my shoulders
and neck. I took many
remedies, but found none
like Brown's Iron Bitters. I
have used a few bottles
et cry year since. I often
praise it to eaters!' es-
It's Brown's
Iron Bitters
you need!
not for crossed
Red lines on wrapper.
111 0011 Goltilitai, CO. Siti.T.0 MO.
Mr. E. T. Frit- uks-, of Owensboro,
says that W. O. Bradley will not have
any opposition for the Republican
oczulostion for Governor seal year,
themselves we conquered The mutiny
of ISIS' occurred beeriest, the British
government was too lenient and pnt in
places of trust and in command of forte
too many of the liar tyre.
England Too Lenient.
I call upon England to stop the pres
ent attempt to palliate the natives be-
allowing them to hold positions ef trust.
I am no alarmist, but the only way that
these Asiatics can be kept from entitle r
mutiny is to put them out of power, and
I say beware., or the Lucknow and
Cawnpur anal Delhi martyrrhens, over
which the hemispheres have wept, will
be eclipsed by the Lucl.now and Cawu-
pur and Delhi martyrdoms yet to be
enacted. I speak of what I have seen
and beard. I give the opinion of every
liflelligeot EnsZlehinan lind recite-ennui
and Irishman and American whom I
met in India. Prevention is is tter than
cure. I do not eal III. better that Eng-
land rule India. I ray nothing against
the right of India to rule herself, but I
do say that the mom'ent the native pop-
elation of 'Arlie thiek there is a possi-
bility of driving back Eurepeans from
India they will make the attempt, and
that they have niemeh cruelties for the
time suppressed, which, if let 10090,
would submerge with enrnage every-
thing from Celcutta to Denbay and
from the Ilimaleseee to Coromandel.
New, my friends, ito home, after
what I have said, to see the beauties of
the Mohararaerlauism and Hindooiem
which ninny think it will be well to
have introduced into Are rice, and to
dwell upon what natural evolution will
do where it has bad its unhindered way
for thousands 0 years, end to add
upon the wonders of martyrdom for
Christ's sake, and to pray more earnest
prayers for the missionaries, and to con-
tribute more largely for the world's
wrangeligation, and to be more assured
than ever that- the overthrow of the
Idolatries of nation. is such a stupen-
dous work that nothing but an omnipo-
tent God through the gospel of Jesus
WAcan ever achieve It. Amen!
ee-
A IlItioa Friends.
A friend in need is a friend Indeed
and not less than one million peopl
have found just such a friend in Dr
King's New Discovery for Coneump
lion, Coughs and Colds.-If you hay
never used this Great Cough Medi
eine, one trial will convince you tha
it has wonderful curative powers It
all diseases of Throat, Chest an
Lungs. Each bottle is guaranteed t
all that Is claimed or money will b
refunded. Trial bottles free at R. C
Hardwick's Drug Store. Large bet.
ties bOu and 41.
tenor* Hie Strength Sufficed.
"One of the queer things of life,'
says the elude observer, "is the way it:
which men's wishes will centrel then
bodily health. I stopped not long age
at a farmhouse in the Maine woods re-
gion, where the occupant had a mineral
fever, or, to put it in other words,
firm belief that precious metals existed
the ledges on his laud On other sub-
jects be wars feelde health, but say
gold or silver to him, and lie was ready
for any amount of exertion. The *we
pile was want, and the housewife had
to do both the chopping and leinghe
in the wood. The man, when rise-memo
for an armful of wood, languidly ex
posed himself because he was too eve;
to comply. But within ten minutes e•
the refusal he went a half a mile cm(
rough land and brought to the house ix
rock supposed to contain ore that was
a heavy load fora strongman awl seem-
ed none the worse for it "-Lewiston
;cearnee.
The rarely. Sons of the Madams.
The Hindoos have some very odd as-
troneruical ideas, among others that
there are really 12 suns, which take
"turn about" supplying our planet with
light and heat. They argue that these
loos are broiliers, but that HOMO are
much younger and weaker than the
others. Mrs. King, the wife of an Eng-
lish official, while talking with one of
these learned Brahmans during the
month of November, was given the fol-
lowing curious bit of astronomical lore:
"Some of these suns are the elder broth-
ers and much stronger than the others,
so strong indeed that they can kill
wen. This month we have a young sun
brother, and next month a still younger
one, and then the two youngest of the
12 weaklings that can hardly melt
snow."-St. Louis Republic.
Four Big Successes.
Having the needed merit to more
than make good all the advertising
claimed for them the following four
remedies have reached a phenemeual
sale. Dr. King's New Discovery for
Consumption, Coughs and Colds, each
bottle guaranteed-Electric Bitters,
the great remedy for Liver, Stomach
and Kidneys. Buction's Arnica
Salve, the best ID the world, and Dr.
Kin 's New Life Pills, which are a
perfect pill. All thee* remedies are
gua omitted to do just what Is claimed
or t hem and the dealer whom name
if attached herewith will be glad to
still you more ef them. Bold at R. C.
Hard wink's drug store. 1
A Mistake.
It was reported in the early part of
the week that J. C. Allen, the brute
who outraged Mrs. Hick., near Nebo,
Hopkins county, had been captured
and taken to the Morganfield jail
From the following it appears that
there is no trtrh in the statement.
The Sun of Friday says: "J.
Allen, who assaulted Mts. Hicks, in
Webster county, has not been cap
lured as was reported here the first
of the week. Ills the pretty general
opinion that if he is ever caught he
will not be taken to any jail."
When Baby was sick, we gave her caetoria.
When she was • CLMI, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Mira she clung to Castoria..
When she bad Children, she gave them Canons,
Wants All,
Oa Friday • (circular was Issued in
New York by the Illinois Central
railroad offering $1,134 61 for each
thousand dollars of C. 0. 1 S. W.
first mortgage, turned in by January
let. The Central has a majority of
the bonds, but wants them all.
• own.--
Dr. Price's Creme Oakley Powdel
Weeihre Feb U.S Award.
At Owensboro,
Thomas Frsyser, one of Oweasbo-
ro's oldest and most highly respected
business men, died at 1:30 o'clock
Saturday afternoon. He was a mem-
ber if the wholesole grocery firm of
McJelinston ct Co. Paralysis of
heart was the cause of death.
Bucklen'e Arnica Salve,
The Best Salve in the world ice
Cute, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores Tetter, Chap-
ped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and
all Skin Eruptions, and positively
cures Piles, or no pay required. III.
guaranteed to give perfect manatee-
Dion or money refunded. Price 25
tents per box. For Sale by R. C.
Hardwick, Hopkinsville Ky.
Married at Louisville.
Mr. Richard Whitehead and Miss
Bessie timallhouse, of Bowling Green,
were married at Louisville Saturday
evening. The bride is a daughter of
Mr. C. 0. timellhouse, President of
the Warren Deposit Bank, and one of
Bowling Green's wealthiest citizens.
Statesman wanted to sell the Rapid
Dish Washer to the wholesale sad
retail trade. Washes and dries the
dishes In two mi•utes without wet-
ting the fingers. $75 a week and all
expenses. Easy position; no bard
wort; can make $100 a week. Ad'
dress W. P. HARRISON at Co., Clerk
No. 14, Columbus, Ohio.
A Good Showing.
The November report of the Supers
Intendent of the Owensboro Public
lichools shows that there were in at- 1
tandem,* 1,890 white children, and
615 colored.
• 
..eama.-
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powdet
Nero** Pair tidiest tidal sell Dleissia.
Palpitation Gf the Heart
Shortness of Breath, Swelling
of Legs and Feet.
"For about four years I was troub-
led with palpitation of the heart,
shertriese of breath and swelling of
the legs anti fee:. Al. Littlor I would
faint. I was treated by the beet pity-
ficialla in Savannah, Ga., with no re-
lief. I then tried various Springs
without benefit. Finally, I tried
Dr. Miles' Heart Cure
also his Nerve and Liver Pills. After
beginning to take arm I 1,-it better! I
continued taking them and I am now
in better health than for many years.
Since my recovery I have gained fifty
pounds in weight.. I hope this states"
ment may he of value to some pour
sufferer."
E. R. SCTTON, Ways Station, Ga.
Hr. Niles Heart Cure in sold on a positive
guarantee that the first bottle will benefit
All druggista sell it saga, 6 bottles for SS, or
It will be sent, .pre_ paid. on recei t of 
Onto.by Hie Dr. Melee elee
D EA
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thorough knewiedge of the natura,
ao•ern the operations of Clan...
nutrition and by • careful applies,
fine properties Cl well-eleeled to-
Epps ha. pr voted for our breakfast
• delicately flavotoed Ge', erre
May save us ni•ny heavy doctors'
by the judicious use of such •r•
diet that a oonstitutiou may be grad-
up until strong enongh to rootlet
to Miran. H ondreris of sub•
are floating around us ready to
wherever there le a weak point We
many a fatal shaft by keeping
well f. Milled vi lb pure blood arm
nourished franm."--civikagavics
simply with boiling water or milk
In half-pound tine, by Orcreere, In
thus. JA1111Cei UPPIN * ( 0 , Ltd.
-ethic Chemists, London. England.
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Anarreeable Laxative end NERVE TONIC,
Sold by Progenitor sent by maLL tiscedase
Sad Seat per paOkage. Samples free.
KO NO The Favorite TO= MIMIfor the Toe. i•• and ,,,,,,,,.
WANTED SALESMEN
In every county. Salary irli per month and
expenses: Experience unnecereary. This is
no fake. Ladles as well as gentlemen will he
Intereeted in OM matter. Biggest opportu-
nity- to make money ever offered. Articles are
genuine. Person, of email means ran make
large profits. Tiler° lane one but what will
want a me of our,gonde even If they do not act
is agents. 011eillitel NOVELTY CO.,
toes suet Exchange Bid's, Chicago, Ill.
CURES
TABLER'S
BUCK
OINTMENT
NOTHING
EYEPILE
BUT PILES
BEST
A SURE and CERTAIN CURE
known for 115 years as tho
REMEDY for PILES.
SOLD TALL DIECOGIeT11.
Pr wed t toszzasts YID Cl.. Sr. 1773.
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WINTER is UNKIND
—TO—
FAIR FACES.
Most women hare
dread of winter-the cold
and dampness roughens
chaps their skin. Many
fl110 WI knowlinitre by experience
and now apply a little
pozzoNlYs
a natural
winds
anal
have
POWDER
before going out. It protects,
sorten• and beautifier the eriern-
piexinn, and then-it ill invisible
if It is rightly toted.
HAVE YOU EVER TRIED IT?
ALL DRUGGISTS and
FANCY GOODS STORES BELL IT.
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Cailis & Wallace,
Real Estate, Colloctini„
and Inaurauce Agcncy,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
C)mcsa.s
Two Doors North oi
Court House.
Sit' nave in our Lands valuable City, Suhur-
nen and Farm Pr•iperty for sale and rent.
Call and see our Ital.
WE ARE ALSO AGENTS FOR
-THE OLD RELIABLE
Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Co.
Of Newark, New Jersey.
ease DANT.
I Sii,000,(100,00
BUCKNER (it rlAYS
REAL ESTATE.
AND
INSURANCE
ACE NCY.
HOPKINSVILLE. KY.
CITY PROPERTY FOR SALE.
Two story frame residence, 2 acre lot, /mein
side neat 7tla St contains, a care In which
meats Sc can be kept at all seasons. low
prior and tenni truly.
Two story frame dwelling and I acre lot,
west 7th et. Splendid residence)
brick dwelling, 10 rooms, vestibule balln,
k&-re 'ot, trues, ru bbery and out-buildings,
nearly new, hest residetioe In city. Walnut
street.
Cottage and lot on north aide ittla at., just
abme Ce.tholie chureb, lot 1.tx163 ft.
Two iota, each 00'1811 ft., nortn side fah
&bore Cotholie et ureb.
Lot on south Sidra 5th at, opposite Catholic
church.
Cottage and acre lc! north side 5th at, ad-
loaning Mrs. Champlain.
Acre lot on fhb et adloming the above.
Cottage and lot 141112116 ft on west side J ea-
up's Avenue.
Elegaat two story frame residence, corner
14th and Walnut street.
Brick rendencie and lot 89-Ssx133 ft comer
Cat.,pbeli and lithe...A,
Reeldence at au I-20S2 ft, corner 121.h and
Campbell ste.
DesirieJle dwelling and lot with tre.e
shrubbery sold green-house, weal side Brow.,
bete een Ind and 4th eta, its bargain
Dwelling and lot about MtIlle, Mouth aloe
seat 7th rt.
Lot alrx300, corner Belmont and. th sta.
Fluent lot on nib Street,
Business lot 15 5-Sx119 ft., 7th st. next to
New Era office
Business lot 115x110 ft. corner Water and 7th
eta., near 0. V. f engin depot.
Elegant residence Iola on Bootle Virginia
at., etts:A6 It. to alley. Beat roseleses property
In the city and at a ea [gala,
SUBURBAN PROPERTY.
Hot-se with 5 rooms., let 1106 afros, peat oat
side, *ear Hopewell CeeS.ry
Dee 'able residence lots on emit 7th st. PIM
out side city limits.
Denrable Iota west of Norte Maus St, )us
out side city lintila
Nacres desirable residence tom, one mile
booth from city, on Palmyra road
FARM PROPERTY.
Good farm of 116 acres on Greenville road,
Smiles from city, will divide it if desired.
142 acre farm II miles east from cronon.
°nod limestone land.
Farm of 222 acres, well Improved. near
N ew stead, at a bargain.
Fine IMO sere stock farm. well Improved,
Smiles from Bopk &tomtits, abundance of
timber and rustling water.
rani, 01 116 acres, near Montgomery, in
Trigg county, Hy., well improved and with
an abundance of timber and water, good
neighborhood and fine land. • bargain.
We have One berme raining from MO to 1210
acres and In prle,e from liat 00 to lien 00 per
sera Cali on or address,
BUCKNER 1 HAYS.
4:10=
Fresh Air and Exercise.
Getallthat's
possible of
both, if in
need of flesh
strength
and nerve
force. There's need,too, of plenty
of fat-food.
Scoff's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil builds up flesh
and atrengh quicker than any
other prep on known to sci-
ence.
Scol's Emulsion is constantly ef-
fecting Cure of Consumption,
Bronchitis and kindred diseases
where other methods FAIL.
MOREHEALTH' itWEALTHCOMFORT
LE55 WORg
WEAR.
WORRY'
FOR ALL WOMEN WHO USE
(LAIR ETTE 50AP.
ThEtwalcomEnstuu.s.
E. P. CAMPBELL, Prest. J. E. MCPHERSON, Cash.
ant of Hopkinsville!
GlicORPORATED 1865.)
Capital and Surplus $275.00.
--=i2E=CTORS
—E. P. CAMPBELL,— —JOHN P. GARNETT-
-D. It. BEARD;— —DR. E. S. STUART,-
-C. H. BUSH.—
THIS Belch- oilers its customer- every banking facility,
liberal treatment, prompt and carerul attention to all busi-
ness entrusted. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED with those
contemplating a change or division of their accounts.
-
"Tear:7
.
,AVAIISIgILLE,LKIL
z i•
Ferd Setimit, Agt
 It
Just Opened!
The finest line of Fall and Winter Woolens ever in Hop-
kininille consisting of—
CLAY'S WORSTEDS, LONDON WORSTS:Dap
VICIINAs, CHEVIOTS,
CHEVIOT AUGUSTINES, LA.MBS WOOL COATINGS,
HosMSPIINS, NEW PICADILLEICEL,
WOOL RIDING SIIITINGS, FANCY WOOLENS,
BLARNEY SUITINGS, ENGLISH & FRENCH CLOTHS,
ENGLISH & FRENCH Doe.
Handsome line of Overcoatings. All Snits are Trimmed
with the VERY BEST Trimmings. lim-z• .013.
WARE& OWSLEY
Prooa•ed by Scott a BOO Da. N. Y. AM emanate. GORMAN & SON
Raw To kEEP
a __________ c__
E
la wilitivl!
_
E BUY a1 E
S 13 upi AK 1E
E licatine; Stove and get the Celebrated
----. 
 
1
a E
E Reinecke 3
; Coat 
E
1
a Special Prices to School !louses and Churches! E---------- ...sew-we
E burn either hard or soft coal. 1They can be closed up so as to keep tire 24 hours. Will
a ROGERS & WOSTENHOLM Pocket Knives and Razors. E
E The largest stock of these ever brought here. Sash, Doors, /Blinds, Lime, Cement, Laths, Flooring, Siding and Ceding,
a Mantels, Grates, Hearths. -- Shot Guns, Rifles and 
Pistols. E
Paints, Oils and (liaise. Wagons, Buggies and Carts. Nails
E Locks and Hinges. a
a Also Bicycles At Cost! E
E 1
E
a Forbes &Bro. ea
%morriumitoritt m tioniimuorium
Have You Seen
THE BEAUTIFt. I. LINE ()I,'
Solid
Silverware
T
I II UN YATE011
The Prettiest lot of Belt Buckles,
hair Ornaments, &c., •
brought
 to Hotkinsville
AT PRICES TO SUIT THE TIMES.
The Best One Dollar Spectacles
on Earth. We do Repair work
neatly and promptly and guaran-
tee all work.
G. YATES,
H( )WE'S OLD STAND
-Main St.
AWZI DODD, . - .
Total Awns, January 1st, P194,
Paid Polley Hoidens since Or•
ganisat on, - isocso.feinfu
Surplus, . . . ikuoikuoc,00
Looses paid in Renoicky over 3,000,1&10,0)
LIsscs Paid ill Christian aunt y
Charles J. Radford, $.45 000; Win.
M. West, t 3 000; John R. Penick,
$3 000; John J. Anderson, $1 500;
W. T. Radford, $7 5004
After second year no restrictions
as to residence or occupation. No
forfeiture in case of lapse; incontes-
tible.
Cash loans made up to one-half of
the reserve on assignable policies.
THE BEST CO TRACT EVER
OFFERED!
K. WrtINIITH & CO., State
Agents, 542 W. Main St., Louisville.
W. L. DOUCLAS$3 SHOE pgiTrE:Mo.
45. CORDOVAN,
F R(4014 ENAMELLED C.ALF
403.s0 FINE CAlf&KAN640$
$3.14) POLICE.3 SOLI&
aide Z. WORKIleeseNe
:JC7RA FINE. "I
$2.$1.71BorZatcaSiug
• LAJOIES •
85.$20,2.witt
BEST D°t16°14.
SENO FOR CATALOGUE
W*1-*DOUOLAS,
BROCKTON, MASS.
Teo eas save mosey iseettreliastag W. 1,
D•asla• Sb•me,
Bseemse, we are the largest inanuraetureas el
nivertised since in the world, end guarantee
the valise by stamping the name and price 00
the bottom. r,hich protects you against higl
prices and tbe middle Man•I profits. Our stork
equal custom work in style, easy fitting ant
wearing qualit•ta. We have them sold every.
where at lower prices for the value given than
.riv other make. Take no •ubstitute. If yowl
leiter cannot +untidy you, we can, seIS by
lama Claim & Shoe CO.,
HoDkInsville. Ky.
Save
Paying
Doctors'
 Bills
B.B.B. BOTANICDAPACLM
THE GREAT REMEDY
FOR ALL BLOOD Altii SKIN tesEisSES
Has been thoroughly te•Ted hy em-
inent perm Mos az..1 the prop.
rue.   mid rernamenily
for SC. yev;o. and n,-'or fall• to
SCROFULA. ULCERS, ECZEMA.
RHEUMATISM. PIMPLES, ERUPT104111.
sod all manner of Kartso. !MELO IdNil and
RCS-Viso sone> Ineeronii cam the atom
toothsome ktod Mow, If ofteectiwe ars fol-
lowed. Price st per tottlb, t bottles tor "For
sale by drain-tate-
SENT FREE wiri.D7 rii- i!srCREIL
BLOOD BALM CO., Atlanta, Gs.
11/%055-415•••N•1‘110%
For sale by R C. tiardwiek.
sSST$$$$$$$$$$$$
PsOICATE is
115 !..fEAVIAOYNT`gr $
10 rutty Lie- rim.tiplied by OUT epecelatine aye'
ey tem We are expert judges of the market IP
sis and me-awful operan•rn. Book wit.: full ss,
• informati•ai And teetirnonials of our many ri)
▪ customer‘ mail,) free. W. A. FRAVER &
ao CO. 1141 Monadnock Clelg., CHICAGO, ILL
6ISSSSSSSSSCISSSflit
emussI 
or goie ila Agents-Sr,
* woes Iles.. ternary .
amid DIM 10 maim. Twin. at UN
diMoo tar • tunny Mom annota
Waabook Mama me trl. atom
wItbeat wontite
paie bane.. UN .5.51..'...
Ms root BARI.. polt•OM 405TN.
sad etimrhai ortym No waded
Savors ii•mi,od Iota' mi.
o amt. Ilakaa m an Cheap
illoroalo,varrsoted.Cirookarotrioa
W. P. MARIZION • OR. MAI 110- 12, Columbus. e.
mtmwriumuor trtimortmr%E3
a
Have a large and complete line
of Spring and Summer Suiting
at prices as low as the lowest.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Cali
and see them'.
NO. 22, EAST NINTH ST. Joirrole.,„
E. B. LONO, President. W. T. TANDY% Candor.
CIT.= :=3=ZsoINTICas,
Oiorataa. ebSe 3.f.molm arteMerta.
CAPITALS M60,000.00. SURPLUS MOS,O0**1
UNDIVIDED PROFITS M4,000.00.
This Bank Offers Its Services Tis The Patine as Safe DelPuttthr
er. R. Reim. A 1 K. E. K. cool alt
Ragsdale, Cooper Sc Co.,
—PROPRIETORS OF—
STREET : TOBACCO : WAREHOUSE
BETWEEN TENTH AXD ELEVENTH,
ilopkinsNille, - -6 Kentucky.
Special attention to sampling and selling tobacco. Liberal advancements
made on consignments. The farmers of Christian county will find it
their interest to patronize the Hopkinsville market-
W. E. RAGSDALE. Salesman
Prices Cut Half In To at-- -
"The Palace"
The Great Slaughter of Fine Millinery. This is your harvest.
ee and reap the never before ,heard of bargains.
Pm-
Trimmed Hats kw 
Caps and 
Hoods.At Ire Wor h 71e-
At
64
64
••
IS lei
4 14)
3 Sll
21.0
011
I :4
toU
73
Wcrth 110 00
o
CA to I to
•• Lie 100
75c • 121
Sailors,
Worth IQ to 7SS
" 100
" Su
Shapes at your
own price,
Come
Stamped Linens. Silk Floss, Linen Fringe, Silk Fringe, Silk Balls for
all kinds of fancy work. (TERMS CASH.)
MRS. ADA LAYNE
Corner Ninth and Main Sta.
3
ABERNATHY & CO.,
TOIBACCO COMMISSION MERCHANTS, 1/1
c:nraiNTurezkx.
NAT.ALECMINCOXYMIIIEL.
Hopkinsville Kentucky.
SAMUEL HODCSON
CLARKSVILLE, TENN-
Manufacturer and Importer of—
ItALLIAN MARBLE,
COTC H, WEDE und the most desirable EASTERN
GRANITE MONUMENT, TABLETS,
and STATUARY.
Alter 10 years experience we feel confident that older
truuted to us Will be executed a ukillful
and artistic- manner.
Xone but the PEST M aterial Used.
HIT LOW in our solicitor for work.
•
srotedeRRIP heed. a ----'.4"11116'Ai •
r--
JO
a good g:e6ar NP.O  .."V". •
